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G e n e r a l

E d i t o r ’ s

P r e f a c e

The Cornerstone Biblical Commentary is based on the second edition of the New
Living Translation (2007). Nearly 100 scholars from various church backgrounds and from several countries (United States, Canada, England, and
Australia) participated in the creation of the NLT. Many of these same s cholars
are c ontributors to this commentary series. All the commentators, whether
participants in the NLT or not, believe that the Bible is God’s inspired word
and have a desire to make God’s word clear and accessible to his people.
This Bible commentary is the natural extension of our vision for the New
Living Translation, which we believe is both exegetically accurate and idio
matically powerful. The NLT attempts to communicate God’s inspired word in
a lucid English translation of the original languages so that English readers can
understand and appreciate the thought of the original writers. In the same way,
the Cornerstone Biblical Commentary aims at helping teachers, pastors, students,
and laypeople understand everythought contained in the Bible. As such, the
commentary focuses first on the words of Scripture, then on the theological
truths of Scripture—inasmuch as the words express the truths.
The commentary itself has been structured in such a way as to help readers get
at the meaning of Scripture, passage by passage, through the entire Bible. Each
Bible book is prefaced by a substantial book introduction that gives general
historical background important for u
 nderstanding. Then the reader is taken
through the Bible text, passage by passage, starting with the New Living Translation text printed in full. This is followed by a section called “Notes,” wherein
the commentator helps the reader u
 nderstand the Hebrew or Greek behind
the English of the NLT, interacts with other scholars on important interpretive
issues, and points the reader to significant textual and contextual matters. The
“Notes” are followed by the “Commentary,” wherein each scholar presents a
lucid interpretation of the passage, giving special attention to context and major
theological themes.
The commentators represent a wide spectrum of theological positions within
the evangelical community. We believe this is good because it reflects the rich
variety in Christ’s church. All the commentators uphold the authority of God’s
word and believe it is essential to heed the old adage: “Wholly apply yourself to
the Scriptures and apply them wholly to you.” May this commentary help you
know the truths of Scripture, and may this knowledge help you “grow in your
knowledge of God and Jesus our Lord” (2 Pet 1:2, NLT).
Philip W. Comfort
General Editor
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Abb r e v i a t i o n s
General Abbreviations
b.	Babylonian
Gemara
bar.
baraita
c.
circa, around,
approximately
cf.
confer, compare
ch, chs chapter, chapters
contra in contrast to
DSS
Dead Sea Scrolls
ed.
edition, editor
e.g.
exempli gratia, for
example
et al.
et alli, and others
fem.
feminine
ff
following (verses,
pages)
fl.
flourished
Gr.
Greek

Heb.
ibid.
i.e.
in loc.
lit.
LXX

M

m.
masc.
mg
ms
mss
MT
n.d.
neut.
no.

Hebrew
ibidem, in the same
place
id est, the same
in loco, in the place
cited
literally
Septuagint
Majority Text
Mishnah
masculine
margin
manuscript
manuscripts
Masoretic Text
no date
neuter
number

NT
OL
OS
OT
p., pp.
pl.
Q
rev.
sg.
t.
TR
v., vv.
vid.
viz.
vol.
y.

New Testament
Old Latin
Old Syriac
Old Testament
page, pages
plural
Quelle (“Sayings”
as Gospel source)
revision
singular
Tosefta
Textus Receptus
verse, verses
videtur, it seems
videlicet, namely
volume
Jerusalem Gemara

Abbreviations for Bible Translations
ASV
CEV
ESV
GW
HCSB
JB
KJV
NAB
NASB

American Standard
Version
Contemporary
English Version
English Standard
Version
God’s Word
Holman Christian
Standard Bible
Jerusalem Bible
King James Version
New American Bible
New American
Standard Bible

NCV
NEB
NET
NIV
NIrV
NJB
NJPS

New Century
Version
New English Bible
The NET Bible
New International
Version
New International
Reader’s Version
New Jerusalem
Bible
The New J ewish
Publication Society
Translation
(Tanakh)

NKJV

New King James
Version
NRSV New Revised
Standard Version
NLT	New Living
Translation
REB
Revised English
Bible
RSV
Revised Standard
Version
TEV
Today’s English
Version
TLB
The Living Bible

Abbreviations for Dictionaries, Lexicons,
Collections of Texts, Original Language Editions
ABD Anchor Bible Dictionary
(6 vols., Freedman) [1992]
ANEP The Ancient Near
East in Pictures (Pritchard)
[1965]
ANET Ancient Near Eastern
Texts Relating to the Old
Testament (Pritchard)
[1969]
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BAGD Greek-English Lexicon of
the New Testament and Other
Early Christian Literature,
2nd ed. (Bauer, Arndt,
Gingrich, Danker) [1979]
BDAG Greek-English Lexicon of
the New Testament and Other
Early Christian Literature, 3rd
ed. (Bauer, Danker, Arndt,
Gingrich) [2000]

BDB A Hebrew and English
Lexicon of the Old Testament
(Brown, Driver, Briggs)
[1907]
BDF A Greek Grammar of the
New Testament and Other
Early Christian Literature
(Blass, Debrunner, Funk)
[1961]
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ABBREVIATIONS

x

BHS Biblia Hebraica
Stuttgartensia (Elliger and
Rudolph) [1983]
CAD Assyrian Dictionary of
the Oriental Institute of the
University of Chicago [1956]
COS The Context of Scripture
(3 vols., Hallo and Younger)
[1997–2002]
DBI Dictionary of Biblical
Imagery (Ryken, Wilhoit,
Longman) [1998]
DBT Dictionary of Biblical
Theology (2nd ed.,
Leon-Dufour) [1972]
DCH Dictionary of Classical
Hebrew (7 vols., D. Clines)
[2000]
DLNTD Dictionary of the
Later New Testament and
Its Development (R. Martin,
P. Davids) [1997]
DJD Discoveries in the Judean
Desert [1955–]
DJG Dictionary of Jesus
and the Gospels (Green,
McKnight, Marshall) [1992]
DOTP Dictionary of the Old
Testament: Pentateuch
(T. Alexander, D.W. Baker)
[2003]
DPL Dictionary of Paul and
His Letters (Hawthorne,
Martin, Reid) [1993]
DTIB Dictionary for Theological
Interpretation of the Bible
(Vanhoozer) [2005]
EDNT Exegetical Dictionary of
the New Testament (3 vols.,
H. Balz, G. Schneider. ET)
[1990–1993]
GKC Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar
(Gesenius, Kautzsch, trans.
Cowley) [1910]
HALOT The Hebrew and
Aramaic Lexicon of the Old

Testament (L. Koehler, W.
Baumgartner, J. Stamm;
trans. M. Richardson)
[1994–1999]
IBD Illustrated Bible Dictionary
(3 vols., Douglas, Wiseman)
[1980]
IDB The Interpreter’s Dictionary
of the Bible (4 vols., Buttrick)
[1962]
ISBE International Standard
Bible Encyclopedia (4 vols.,
Bromiley) [1979–1988]
KBL Lexicon in Veteris
Testamenti libros (Koehler,
Baumgartner) [1958]
LCL Loeb Classical Library
L&N Greek-English Lexicon of
the New Testament: Based on
Semantic Domains (Louw
and Nida) [1989]
LSJ A Greek-English Lexicon
(9th ed., Liddell, Scott,
Jones) [1996]
MM The Vocabulary of the
Greek New Testament
(Moulton and Milligan)
[1930; 1997]
NA26 Novum Testamentum
Graece (26th ed., NestleAland) [1979]
NA27 Novum Testamentum
Graece (27th ed., NestleAland) [1993]
NBD New Bible Dictionary
(2nd ed., Douglas, Hillyer)
[1982]
NIDB New International
Dictionary of the Bible
(Douglas, Tenney) [1987]
NIDBA New International
Dictionary of Biblical
Archaeology (Blaiklock and
Harrison) [1983]
NIDNTT New International
Dictionary of New Testament

Theology (4 vols., C. Brown)
[1975–1985]
NIDOTTE New International
Dictionary of Old Testament
Theology and Exegesis (5
vols., W. A. VanGemeren)
[1997]
PG Patrologia Graecae (J. P.
Migne) [1857–1886]
PGM Papyri graecae
magicae: Die griechischen
Zauberpapyri. (Preisendanz)
[1928]
TBD Tyndale Bible Dictionary
(Elwell, Comfort) [2001]
TDNT Theological Dictionary
of the New Testament
(10 vols., Kittel, Friedrich;
trans. Bromiley) [1964–
1976]
TDOT Theological Dictionary
of the Old Testament (15
vols., Botterweck, Ringgren;
trans. Willis, Bromiley,
Green) [1974–]
TLNT Theological Lexicon of the
New Testament (3 vols., C.
Spicq) [1994]
TLOT Theological Lexicon of
the Old Testament (3 vols.,
E. Jenni) [1997]
TWOT Theological Wordbook
of the Old Testament (2 vols.,
Harris, Archer) [1980]
UBS3 United Bible Societies’
Greek New Testament
(3rd ed., Metzger et al.)
[1975]
UBS4 United Bible Societies’
Greek New Testament
(4th corrected ed., Metzger
et al.) [1993]
WH The New Testament in the
Original Greek (Westcott and
Hort) [1882]

Abbreviations for Books of the Bible
Old Testament
Gen
Exod
Lev
Num

Genesis
Exodus
Leviticus
Numbers
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Deut
Josh
Judg
Ruth

Deuteronomy
Joshua
Judges
Ruth

1 Sam
2 Sam
1 Kgs
2 Kgs

1 Samuel
2 Samuel
1 Kings
2 Kings
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xi	ABBREVIATIONS
1 Chr
2 Chr
Ezra
Neh
Esth
Job
Ps, Pss
Prov
Eccl

1 Chronicles
2 Chronicles
Ezra
Nehemiah
Esther
Job
Psalm, Psalms
Proverbs
Ecclesiastes

Song
Isa
Jer
Lam
Ezek
Dan
Hos
Joel
Amos

Song of Songs
Isaiah
Jeremiah
Lamentations
Ezekiel
Daniel
Hosea
Joel
Amos

Obad
Jonah
Mic
Nah
Hab
Zeph
Hag
Zech
Mal

Obadiah
Jonah
Micah
Nahum
Habakkuk
Zephaniah
Haggai
Zechariah
Malachi

Heb
Jas
1 Pet
2 Pet
1 John
2 John
3 John
Jude
Rev

Hebrews
James
1 Peter
2 Peter
1 John
2 John
3 John
Jude
Revelation

New Testament
Matt
Mark
Luke
John
Acts
Rom
1 Cor
2 Cor
Gal

Matthew
Mark
Luke
John
Acts
Romans
1 Corinthians
2 Corinthians
Galatians

Eph
Phil
Col
1 Thess
2 Thess
1 Tim
2 Tim
Titus
Phlm

Ephesians
Philippians
Colossians
1 Thessalonians
2 Thessalonians
1 Timothy
2 Timothy
Titus
Philemon

Deuterocanonical
Bar
Add Dan
Pr Azar
Bel
Sg Three
  Sus

Baruch
Additions to Daniel
Prayer of Azariah
Bel and the Dragon
Song of the Three
Children
Susanna

1–2 Esdr
Add Esth
Ep Jer
Jdt
1–2 Macc
3–4 Macc
Pr Man

1–2 Esdras
Additions to Esther
Epistle of Jeremiah
Judith
1–2 Maccabees
3–4 Maccabees
Prayer of Manasseh

Ps 151
Sir
Tob
Wis

Psalm 151
Sirach
Tobit
Wisdom of Solomon

Manuscripts and Literature from Qumran
Initial numerals followed by “Q” indicate particular caves at Qumran. For example,
the notation 4Q267 indicates text 267 from cave 4 at Qumran. Further, 1QS 4:9-10
indicates column 4, lines 9-10 of the Rule of the Community; and 4Q166 1 ii 2 indicates
fragment 1, column ii, line 2 of text 166 from cave 4. More examples of common
abbreviations are listed below.
CD
1QH
1QIsaa

Cairo Geniza copy
of the Damascus
Document
Thanksgiving Hymns
Isaiah copy a

1QIsab
1QM
1QpHab
1QS

Isaiah copy b
War Scroll
Pesher Habakkuk
Rule of the
Community

4QLama
11QPsa
11QTemplea,b
11QtgJob

Lamentations
Psalms
Temple Scroll
Targum of Job

Important New Testament Manuscripts
(all dates given are AD; ordinal numbers refer to centuries)
Significant Papyri (P = Papyrus)
P1 Matt 1; early 3rd
P4+P64+P67 Matt 3, 5, 26;

Luke 1–6; late 2nd
P5 John 1, 16, 20; early 3rd
P13 Heb 2–5, 10–12; early 3rd
P15+P16 (probably part of
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same codex) 1 Cor 7–8,
Phil 3–4; late 3rd
P20 Jas 2–3; 3rd
P22 John 15–16; mid 3rd
P23 Jas 1; c. 200
P27 Rom 8–9; 3rd

P30 1 Thess 4–5; 2 Thess 1;
early 3rd

P32 Titus 1–2; late 2nd
P37 Matt 26; late 3rd
P39 John 8; first half of 3rd
P40 Rom 1–4, 6, 9; 3rd
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ABBREVIATIONS

P45 Gospels and Acts;

early 3rd
P46 Paul’s Major Epistles (less
Pastorals); late 2nd
P47 Rev 9–17; 3rd
P49+P65 Eph 4–5; 1 Thess
1–2; 3rd
P52 John 18; c. 125
P53 Matt 26, Acts 9–10;
middle 3rd

xii

P66 John; late 2nd
P70 Matt 2–3, 11–12, 24; 3rd
P72 1–2 Peter, Jude; c. 300
P74 Acts, General Epistles; 7th
P75 Luke and John; c. 200
P77+P103 (probably part of
same codex) Matt 13–14,
23; late 2nd
P87 Philemon; late 2nd

P90 John 18–19; late 2nd
P91 Acts 2–3; 3rd
P92 Eph 1, 2 Thess 1; c. 300
P98 Rev 1:13-20; late 2nd
P100 Jas 3–5; c. 300
P101 Matt 3–4; 3rd
P104 Matt 21; 2nd
P106 John 1; 3rd
P115 Rev 2–3, 5–6, 8–15; 3rd

Significant Uncials

a (Sinaiticus) most of NT; 4th

A (Alexandrinus) most of NT;
5th
B (Vaticanus) most of NT; 4th
C (Ephraemi Rescriptus) most
of NT with many lacunae;
5th
D (Bezae) Gospels, Acts; 5th
D (Claromontanus), Paul’s
Epistles; 6th (different MS
than Bezae)
E (Laudianus 35) Acts; 6th
F (Augensis) Paul’s
Epistles; 9th
G (Boernerianus) Paul’s
Epistles; 9th

H (Coislinianus) Paul’s
E
 pistles; 6th
I (Freerianus or Washington)
Paul’s Epistles; 5th
L (Regius) Gospels; 8th
P (Porphyrianus) Acts—
Revelation; 9th
Q (Guelferbytanus B) Luke,
John; 5th
T (Borgianus) Luke, John; 5th
W (Washingtonianus or the
Freer Gospels) Gospels; 5th
Z (Dublinensis) Matthew; 6th
037 (D; Sangallensis) Gospels;
9th

038 (Q; Koridethi) Gospels;
9th
040 (X; Zacynthius) Luke; 6th
043 (F; Beratinus) Matthew,
Mark; 6th
044 (Y; Athous Laurae)
Gospels, Acts, Paul’s
Epistles; 9th
048 Acts, Paul’s Epistles,
General Epistles; 5th
0171 Matt 10, Luke 22;
c. 300
0189 Acts 5; c. 200

Significant Minuscules
1 Gospels, Acts, Paul’s Epistles;
12th
33 All NT except Rev; 9th
81 Acts, Paul’s Epistles,
General Epistles; 1044
565 Gospels; 9th
700 Gospels; 11th

1424 (or Family 1424—a
group of 29 manuscripts
sharing nearly the same
text) most of NT; 9th-10th
1739 Acts, Paul’s Epistles; 10th
2053 Rev; 13th
2344 Rev; 11th

f1 (a family of manuscripts
including 1, 118, 131, 209)
Gospels; 12th-14th
f13 (a family of manuscripts
including 13, 69, 124, 174,
230, 346, 543, 788, 826,
828, 983, 1689, 1709—
known as the Ferrar group)
Gospels; 11th-15th

Significant Ancient Versions
Syriac (syr)

syrc (Syriac Curetonian)
Gospels; 5th
syrs (Syriac Sinaiticus)
Gospels; 4th
syrh (Syriac Harklensis) Entire
NT; 616
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Old Latin (it)

Coptic (cop)

ita (Vercellenis) Gospels; 4th
itb (Veronensis) Gospels; 5th
itd (Cantabrigiensis—the Latin
text of Bezae) Gospels, Acts,
3 John; 5th
e
it (Palantinus) Gospels; 5th
itk (Bobiensis) Matthew, Mark;
c. 400

copbo (Boharic—north Egypt)
copfay (Fayyumic—central Egypt)
copsa (Sahidic—southern Egypt)
OTHER VERSIONS

arm (Armenian)
eth (Ethiopic)
geo (Georgian)
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Transliteration and
Nu m b e r i n g s y s t e m
Note: For words and roots from nonbiblical languages (e.g., Arabic, Ugaritic), 
only approximate transliterations are given.

Hebrew/Aramaic
Consonants

a
aleph
B, b
beth
G, g  
gimel
D, d
daleth
h
he
w
waw
z
zayin
j
heth
f
teth
y
yodh
K, k, û kaph
l
lamedh

=’
=b
=g
=d
=h
=w
=z
= kh
=t
=y
=k
=l

m, µ
mem
n, ÷
nun
s
samekh
[
ayin
P, p, ¹ pe
x, Å
tsadhe
q
qoph
r
resh
v
shin
c
sin
T, t
taw

=m
=n
=s
=‘
=p
= ts
=q
=r
= sh
=s
= t, th (spirant)

Vowels

¾
j¾
;
h;
,
e
ye
i
i
yi

patakh
furtive patakh
qamets
final qamets he
segol
tsere
tsere yod
short hireq
long hireq
hireq yod

=a
=a
=a
= ah
=e
=e
=e
=i
=i
=i

;
o
/
u
u
W
}
Õ
]
y¾

qamets khatuf
holem
full holem
short qibbuts
long qibbuts
shureq
khatef patakh
khatef qamets
vocalic shewa
patakh yodh

=o
=o
=o
=u
=u
=u
=a
=o
=e
=a

iota
kappa
lamda
mu
nu
ksi
omicron
pi
rho

=i
=k
=l
=m
=n
=x
=o
=p
= r (ª = rh)

Greek
a
b
g

alpha
beta
gamma

=a
=b
= g, n (before

d
e
z
h
q

delta
epsilon
zeta
eta
theta

=d
=e
=z
= ē
= th
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g, k, x, c)

i
k
l
m
n
x
o
p
r
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NUMBERING SYSTEM	

s, $
t
u
f
c

sigma
tau
upsilon
phi
chi

xiv

=s
=t
=u
= ph
= ch

y
w
J

psi
= ps
omega
= ō
rough
= h (with
breathing 		 vowel or
mark		diphthong)

The Tyndale-Strong’s Numbering System
The Cornerstone Biblical Commentary series uses a word-study numbering system
to give both newer and more advanced Bible students alike quicker, more convenient
access to helpful original-language tools (e.g., concordances, lexicons, and theological
dictionaries). Those who are unfamiliar with the ancient Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek
alphabets can quickly find information on a given word by looking up the appropriate
index number. Advanced students will find the system helpful because it allows them
to quickly find the lexical form of obscure conjugations and inflections.
There are two main numbering systems used for biblical words today. The one
familiar to most people is the Strong’s numbering system (made popular by the
Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance to the Bible). Although the original Strong’s system
is still quite useful, the most up-to-date research has shed new light on the biblical
languages and allows for more precision than is found in the original Strong’s system. The Cornerstone Biblical Commentary series, therefore, features a newly revised
version of the Strong’s system, the Tyndale-Strong’s numbering system. The TyndaleStrong’s system brings together the familiarity of the Strong’s system and the best of
modern scholarship. In most cases, the original Strong’s numbers are preserved. In
places where new research dictates, new or related numbers have been added.1
The second major numbering system today is the Goodrick-Kohlenberger system
used in a number of study tools published by Zondervan. In order to give students
broad access to a number of helpful tools, the Commentary provides index numbers
for the Zondervan system as well.
The different index systems are designated as follows:
TG Tyndale-Strong’s Greek number
ZG Zondervan Greek number
TH Tyndale-Strong’s Hebrew number

ZH
Zondervan Hebrew number
TA/ZA Tyndale/Zondervan Aramaic number
S
Strong’s Aramaic number

So in the example, “love” agapē [TG26, ZG27], the first number is the one to use with
Greek tools keyed to the Tyndale-Strong’s system, and the second applies to tools that
use the Zondervan system.
The indexing of Aramaic terms differs slightly from that of Greek and Hebrew.
Strong’s original system mixed the Aramaic terms in with the Hebrew, but the
Tyndale-Strong’s system indexes Aramaic with a new set of numbers starting at 10,000.
Since Tyndale’s system for Aramaic diverges completely from original Strong’s, the
original Strong’s number is listed separately so that those using tools keyed to Strong’s
can locate the information. This number is designated with an S, as in the example,
“son” bar [TA/ZA10120, S1247].
1. Generally, one may simply use the original four-digit Strong’s number to identify words in tools using Strong’s system. If a
Tyndale-Strong’s number is followed by a capital letter (e.g., TG1692A), it generally indicates an added subdivision of meaning
for the given term. Whenever a Tyndale-Strong’s number has a number following a decimal point (e.g., TG2013.1), it reflects an
instance where new research has yielded a separate, new classification of use for a biblical word. Forthcoming tools from Tyndale
House Publishers will include these entries, which were not part of the original Strong’s system.
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James
Grant R. Osborne
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I n t r o d uc t i o n t o

James

The Epistle of James is dearly loved by many Christians. We know favorite statements like, “When troubles come your way, consider it an opportunity for great joy”
(1:2); “Be quick to listen, slow to speak, and slow to get angry” (1:19); “Faith is dead
without good works” (2:26); “If we could control our tongues, we would be perfect”
(3:2); and “Resist the devil, and he will flee from you” (4:7). Moo (2000:1-2) provides three reasons why James is so popular: (1) It is incredibly practical, with each
of its sections discussing issues that have relevance for our daily lives. There is a
higher percentage of ethical commands in James than in any other New Testament
book, and the stress is on living out the truth of the gospel. (2) His conciseness
makes him easy to read and remember. Since there is little extensive development
of ideas, readers can catch his points quite easily. (3) His colorful use of illustration
and metaphor makes his points memorable. The divided mind, the unstable sea,
the enticing trap, the shifting shadows, the look in the mirror, the roaring forest fire,
the fancily dressed rich person, the untamable tongue, and the morning fog are all
powerful word pictures that capture the imagination.

Author
The letter claims to be written by “James, a slave of God and of the Lord Jesus
Christ.” But who was this “James”? Calvin thought this was James the brother of
John, one of the inner circle of the Twelve. But this James was executed by Herod
Agrippa (Acts 12:2), and that event (which was around ad 44) seems a bit too early
for this epistle (see discussion below under “Date”). Furthermore, there is no evidence in Acts that would fit James the son of Zebedee and brother of John as the
author of this epistle.
The name James occurs two other times in lists of the Twelve: James the son of
Alphaeus (Mark 3:18) and James the father of the other disciple named Judas (Luke
6:16). Neither has really been considered as the author because there is no evidence
or knowledge of them other than their brief mention as being among Jesus’ disciples. The most common critical view today is that this is a piece of pseudonymous
literature, written by an unknown person or persons in the name of James the Lord’s
brother, perhaps as a response to Pauline ideas (Dibelius, Laws, Ropes).
There are several reasons why many scholars believe the epistle could not
have been written by a Galilean who spent his adult life in Jerusalem. For one,
the language is among the most literary in the New Testament, displaying many
Hellenistic figures of speech (e.g., “course of life,” 3:6; cf. NLT, “whole life”) and
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lines of thought, as well as quotations drawn from the Septuagint rather than the
Masoretic Text. But this argument is no longer persuasive. Hengel (1974), among
others, has shown the widespread use of Greek in the Palestinian world of the
first century. Especially in Galilee with its large Gentile population, Greek would
have been spoken by Jesus’ family from the start. It was the second language of the
region, much like German, French, and English are spoken throughout Europe and
not just in their respective countries. Moreover, if James was written to diasporate
congregations, the Hellenistic style would be natural. It has also been shown that
the Greek of James is not as sophisticated as some have thought. It would best be
labeled “high Koine” in its style, and the language fits a highly literate Hellenistic
Jewish work of its day. Martin (1988:lxx) says it follows “the literary conventions
and idioms of hellenistic Judaism.” The Greek of James, in other words, would
not have the refined quality of the sophists (highly literate rhetoricians of the first
century) or writers like Cicero, but it was still very good Greek.
Another reason James’s authorship by a native Galilean has been challenged is
the absence of references to Christ, which seems unusual in a letter written by the
Lord’s brother (only in 1:1; 2:1). For this reason, a few scholars like Spitta believe it
to have been a Jewish writing “Christianized” with the additions of the two verses
that reference Christ. While few have gone this far, the absence of references to
Christ has led many away from apostolic authorship. Yet while explicit references
are sparse, implicit material stemming from the Jesus Logia (Jesus’ sayings) permeates James’s epistle. Mayor (1913:lxxxv-lxxvii) notes 60 possible Synoptic references,
and Davids (1982:47-48) notes 36 (with 9 more general allusions). It can fairly be
said that James draws heavily from the thought-world of Jesus. Indeed, it is somewhat surprising that Christ is named so seldom, and the resurrection appearance to
James (1 Cor 15:7) is not noted, but this is an ethical more than a purely theological
work, and every sentence is Christian to the core.
In conclusion, the church has consistently held to authorship by James the Lord’s
brother for most of its history, and the evidence of the epistle itself supports that
thesis. During Jesus’ life, James was an unbeliever (John 7:5); he was converted via
a resurrection appearance of Jesus (1 Cor 15:7). So he never actually knew Jesus on
earth as a believer and disciple. However, he quickly became a major leader in the
church. He is mentioned first in Acts 12:17, when Peter, just released from prison by
the angel, asks the people at the house of prayer, “Tell James and the other brothers
what happened.” He already appears to be one of the primary leaders in Jerusalem.
Then at the critical Jerusalem Council in Acts 15:13-21, it is his final speech that
turns the tide and enables the church to accept that the Gentile mission is God’s
will. Then in the “Jerusalem decree” of Acts 15:22-29, James and the other leaders
asked the Gentile converts to respect certain Jewish sensitivities. In both instances
James was a central figure in the Jerusalem church, in a sense acting as its head
elder. Bock (2007:502) says James represented “the Jewish Christian contingent in
Jerusalem.” Finally, in Acts 21:18-19 Paul meets with “James, and all the elders”
(again presupposing his leadership among them) to report on the third missionary
journey and to give them the collection taken for the poor.
Paul’s further interaction with James appears in Galatians 1:19; 2:9, 12. The first
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verse recounts that Paul visited Peter and James (both called “apostles,” meaning
James was accepted alongside the Twelve as one of God’s chosen leaders) on his
first postconversion trip to Jerusalem. Longenecker (1990:39) calls him “the leading
figure of that church,” saying it resulted from “the need for someone to lead the
growing number of scrupulously minded Christians in the Jerusalem church, and
that his relationship to Jesus, his Davidic descent, and his personal qualities fitted
him for the task.” In Galatians 2:9, during Paul’s second visit to Jerusalem (most
likely the “famine visit” of Acts 11:27-30) Paul says he met with James, Peter, and
John, “who were known as pillars of the church,” probably meaning they had been
chosen by the Christian community as the leaders of the church there and were
modeled after the three patriarchs (Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob), who were considered the “pillars” of Israel (Longenecker 1990:57). The fact that James is named first
shows his stature in the community.
Finally, the “friends of James” (lit., “certain men who came from James”) in
Galatians 2:12 could be the one sign of conflict between James and Paul. Some
have thought they were the same Judaizers who went to the churches of Galatia and
denounced Paul in Acts 15 and Galatians 1:7; 6:13. However, there is no evidence
of that in Galatians 2:12, and they were probably representatives of the Jerusalem church sent by James to encourage the people to observe the requests of the
Jerusalem letter of Acts 15:22-29. They were not opponents of Paul, but as Jewish
Christian leaders their appearance led Peter to revert to his old scruples against
table fellowship with Gentiles, so Paul had to chastise him as well as others who
followed his example (Gal 2:13-16). It is wrong to surmise from this that James
and Paul were opponents.
James was well-known in the early church for his Jewish piety and was called
“James the Just” for his faithfulness to Torah (see Chilton and Evans 1999; Eusebius
Ecclesiastical History 2.23.3-16). In early Christian sources like Hegesippus, Gospel of Hebrews, or the Pseudo-Clementine literature (see Johnson 2003:100‑106;
Martin 1988:xliii-lxi), James could seem as much Jewish as Christian. However,
much of that is overstatement, and Johnson concludes (2003:106) that he “is never
said to sponsor any kind of ritual observance, certainly not that of circumcision”
and “is never identified as an active opponent of Paul or Paul’s mission.” Both
James and Paul were thoroughly Jewish in their background and ideas, but the
difference is that James always ministered in a Jewish setting while Paul became
the apostle to the Gentiles.

Date
Those who accept the problems regarding authorship enumerated above typically
regard this epistle as pseudonymous and written at the end of the first century or
beginning of the second (e.g., Dibelius, Laws, Ropes) and the Tübingen school
placed it after ad 150. Yet as we have just stated, this is unnecessary, and pseu
donymity was by no means as acceptable and commonplace as some have asserted
(for a good discussion, see Moo 2000:337-350). For those who accept authorship
by James the brother of the Lord, there are two possible dates, one towards the end
of James’s life around ad 62 (Eusebius Ecclesiastical History 2.23.3-16; Josephus
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Antiquities 20.200-203 [20.9.1]) and the other earlier, before the Jerusalem council
in the mid-40s ad. There are two reasons why some accept the later date around
ad 60: (1) the church described here seems to have been settled and mature, with
wealthy and knowledgeable members; (2) James in chapter 2 was addressing a perversion of Paul’s teaching regarding justification by faith alone (Tasker 1956:31-32).
Yet neither of these reasons given for a late date is conclusive. The church
addressed in James is not mature, as seen in the numerous ethical problems
addressed in this book (Blomberg and Kamell 2008:30-31), and every aspect could
fit the 40s as well as the 60s. Nor does the language of 2:14-26 demand awareness
of Paul’s teaching, for the issues of justification and Abraham and faith and works
could easily precede Paul’s writings. Moo (2000:26) believes that Paul’s teaching
in Tarsus from ad 36 (Acts 9:30) and in Antioch from ad 45 (Acts 11:25-26) could
have led to misunderstandings of its implications, and James was trying to correct
this “perverted Paulinism,” writing a year or two later. This is certainly possible, but
the language could also fit a general Jewish Christian setting, since the issues are
Jewish in origin and not just Pauline. Either makes sense. However we see it, the
date that has the strongest likelihood for the writing of James is the mid- to late
40s (so Adamson, Mayor, Moo, Stulac). If written after the Jew-Gentile controversy
started and the council of Jerusalem had taken place, these would surely have been
mentioned. Once the debates over Torah observance began (as seen in so many of
Paul’s epistles), a Jewish epistle could not have avoided the topic. So James was the
first New Testament work to be written. Galatians was also early (ad 48–49), but
it centers closely on issues arising from the Gentile mission (in particular, those of
the first missionary journey) and so postdates James somewhat (for an excellent
detailed recent discussion of these issues, see McCartney 2009:12-32).

Occasion of Writing
As Jewish Christians living outside Jerusalem (1:1; see “Audience” below), the
recipients of James’s epistle faced oppression and anti-Christian sentiment. As a
result, they were poverty-stricken, cheated by wealthy landowners (5:1-6), taken to
court by their very persecutors (2:6), discriminated against even by fellow believers
(2:1‑6), and often lacking sufficient food or clothes (2:15-16). This difficult situation led to major dissension and backbiting in the church. With their difficulties
they became “double minded,” wavering between trust in God and dependence on
their earthly situation (1:8; 4:8). They became self-centered and unwilling to add
works to their faith in caring for others in the church (2:14-26). James wrote this
epistle as an antidote to these problems.

Audience
James says he was writing “to the ‘twelve tribes’—Jewish believers scattered abroad”
(1:1). This fits the contents of the letter, with the use of “synagogue” in 2:2 (see
NLT mg), the midrashic use of the Old Testament throughout, the Jewish Christian style of the argumentation, and the general tone of the epistle. If we take
“diaspora” (“scattered”) literally as a reference to the Jewish people living outside
of Palestine (see commentary on 1:1), this would be a letter addressed to Jewish
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Christian congregations in Syria and Asia Minor (e.g., “as far as Phoenicia, Cyprus,
and Antioch of Syria” in Acts 11:19). As in Acts 8 and 11, this “scattering” could
have been occasioned by persecution, but it should not be limited to Christian Jews
who were “scattered” by the events of Acts 8:1-3, for it would also include Jewish
residents in these lands converted by the Christian message.
This understanding of “diaspora,” however, is uncertain. Davids (1982:30-34)
places the epistle in the midst of the social upheaval in Palestine before the war of
ad 66–70, with the wealthy landowners of Galilee and the materialism of the merchants. Martin (1988:lxii-lxix, lxxvii) finds two provenances: the first in Jerusalem in
the early 60s addressing the situation of the Zealot uprising with its anger and violence; the second in Antioch of Syria, which accounts for the Pauline parallels and
the Hellenistic flourishes. While Davids and Martin provide interesting possibilities,
neither is particularly convincing; a more general situation better fits the tenor of
the work as a whole, for there is no true evidence of the kind of social upheavals
seen in Palestine in the 50s and 60s of the first century. Rather, the emphasis on rich
and poor in James is more general, referring to social concern and proper treatment
for those whom society has marginalized. So this was a pastoral letter to diasporate
Jewish-Christian communities responding to ethical problems that had arisen in
these congregations. James was writing as a Jewish Christian sage correcting matters
in the Christian gatherings (“synagogues”) outside Jerusalem.

Canonicity and Textual History
With respect to placement in the New Testament canon, there is no other epistle
that has passed through the peaks and valleys that James has. An obviously Jewish
epistle, it was rejected by Marcion and the Gnostics in the second century for its
Jewish character. And it is missing in the Muratorian Canon (though the ending of
this document is missing, and we cannot read too much into the absence of James).
There are a few early allusions to James (e.g., 1 Clement; 2 Clement 6:3-4; Shepherd
of Hermas; see Johnson 1995:71-79, 128), all late first- to early second-century writings, but there is no direct recognition of James until the third century, and Eusebius
in the fourth century placed it among the “disputed books” (Ecclesiastical History
3.25.3). James found full acceptance in the Eastern church and was defended by
Origen, Athanasius, and Cyril, among others. Yet it did not seem to be well-known
in the Western church, though it was used frequently by Jerome and Augustine,
guaranteeing James’s popularity in the medieval church (see, e.g., the commentary
on James by the Venerable Bede in the eighth century).
But things changed during the Reformation, when Martin Luther called James an
“epistle of straw,” due to its paucity of teaching about Christ, and made it of secondary importance compared with Paul and the Gospels. This view was not shared by
all Reformers (Zwingli and Melanchthon used James extensively, and Calvin wrote a
commentary on it), but Luther’s position (and later German Lutheran scholarship)
had enormous influence. In many circles James was neglected as a Jewish Christian
(or even Jewish) epistle and relegated to the periphery of the early church. But that
is not the case with the majority in the church today, who accept James’s epistle
and revere its teaching.
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(“the royal law as found in the Scriptures . . . you will be judged by the law that
sets you free”); and 4:11-12 (“Your job is to obey the law. . . . God alone, who
gave the law, is the Judge”). There are several things we must note: (1) James is
completely positive about the law. (2) He always uses the law in terms of its ethical
mandates, not its cultic requirements; he never demands adherence to the cultic
rituals, but at the same time he never negates them either. (3) The law seems to
be completely accepted by his churches; he uses it to support his arguments and
needs no arguments for its validity. (4) James is Christian before he is Jewish;
there is no atmosphere of what Sanders calls “covenantal nomism” (the belief in
Judaism that they were right with God because they were the covenant people), no
hint that salvation is in anything other than faith in Christ. (5) He is very Jewish
regarding the law; it is the “perfect law” that liberates (1:25), the “royal law” and
“the law that sets you free” (2:8, 12), and there is none of the negativism expressed
in Paul, who says the law would “last only until the coming of the child who was
promised” (Gal 3:19), that it was a “guardian until Christ came” (Gal 3:24), that
a return to the law was a return to slavery (Gal 4:8-11), that we “no longer live
under the requirements of the law” (Rom 6:14), and that we have “died to the
power of the law” (Rom 7:4). So some scholars think that James is antithetical to
Paul on the law, that Paul considers the law an enslaving force while James thinks
it a liberating force. On the surface, that seems viable. But we have to remember
that Paul held that attitude only regarding situations in which the law became a
means of legalistic salvation. In Romans 7:12 Paul said, “The law itself is holy,
and its commands are holy and right and good.” Moreover, James is in agreement
with Jesus in Matthew 5:18, “I tell you the truth . . . not even the smallest detail of
God’s law will disappear until its purpose is achieved.” There is no contradiction;
Paul stresses one aspect, James another aspect, of the place of the law in the age of
Christ. Chester and Martin (1994:38) sum it up: “For James the law is specifically
linked to the messianic kingdom and the new age. . . . Its requirements are summed
up in Jewish tradition, are specific, concrete, and communal, as well as pointing
to the nature of the messianic age.” Davids (1982:51) adds, “James believes that
through a gracious act of God one becomes a Christian. . . . This commitment
ought to be expressed through appropriate moral action, the fruit of the renewed
life. The authoritative guide to the character of this action is the law, particularly
as interpreted by and in accordance with the sayings of Jesus.”

Outline
	I. Greeting (1:1)
	II.	The Testing of Your Faith (1:2-18)
	A.	Trials and Testing (1:2-11)
1. Joy in trials (1:2-4)
2.	Wisdom and faith in trials (1:5-8)
3.	A basis for trials—poverty and wealth (1:9-11)
B.	Testing and Temptation in Relation to God (1:12-15)
C. God’s Perfect Gift (1:16-18)
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3. Practical Christianity (1:26-27)
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3.	The power of the tongue to destroy (3:5b-12)
B.	The Solution—Wisdom from Above (3:13-18)
C.	Warning against Worldliness (4:1-12)
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V.	Admonitions to the Worldly and the Godly (4:13–5:11)
	A.	Warnings to the Worldly (4:13–5:6)
1.	The worldly Christian needs to trust in God (4:13-17)
2.	The worldly unbeliever will experience destruction (5:1-6)
B. Challenge to the Believers—Patience in Suffering (5:7-11)
VI.	Final Exhortations (5:12-20)
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Commentary on

James

u	I.	Greeting (1:1)
This letter is from James, a slave of God
and of the Lord Jesus Christ.

1:1

I am writing to the “twelve tribes”—
Jewish believers scattered abroad.
Greetings!

NOTES

1:1 of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ. All the nouns in this series lack the article, and
there is some discussion as to whether theou [TG2316, ZG2536] (of God) refers to God the
Father or to the divine Christ. The latter would be translated “slave of Jesus Christ, who is
God and Lord” (so Motyer). While this meaning is very possible, because the term “God”
is utilized regarding the deity of Christ (e.g., John 1:1, 18; 20:28; Rom 9:5; Titus 2:13; Heb
1:8; 2 Pet 1:1), it is not likely here. In 2 Pet 1:1 (another place the title is used of Christ:
“our God and Savior Jesus Christ”), Granville Sharp’s rule (see Wallace 1996:270-290)
makes it clear that the single article brings together “God” and “Savior” into a conceptual
unity. That is not the case here; “God” must be seen here as the Father of Christ. Nevertheless, the two function together as the master of James, their slave; so the equality of God
and Christ is implicit in this formula.

to the “twelve tribes”—Jewish believers scattered abroad. Lit., “to the twelve tribes of
the Diaspora.” This can be understood several ways: (1) it could be racial and geographical, referring to Jews and Jewish Christians living outside Palestine (Hort, Mayor); (2) it
could more narrowly refer to those in Palestine but outside Jerusalem (Scaer); (3) it could
be metaphorical, used as in 1 Pet 1:1 for the church as the new Israel “sojourning” in this
world (Laws). The best understanding is most likely a combination of 1 and 3, that these
were Jewish Christians living outside Israel, who considered themselves as the “scattered
people of God.”
CO M M ENT A RY

The author of this epistle (as discussed in the Introduction) is neither James the
brother of John and one of the inner circle of the apostles (martyred by Herod
Agrippa I, Acts 12:2) nor James the son of Alphaeus (noted in Mark 3:18 as one
of the Twelve, but hardly mentioned in the New Testament; some consider him
to be Clopas, also known as James the younger, son of Mary in Mark 15:40, but
that cannot be proven). The author of this epistle was likely James the brother of
Jesus, an unbeliever during Jesus’ life (John 7:5) and converted by the resurrected
appearance of Jesus (1 Cor 15:7). He became chief elder of the church in Jerusalem
and the leading figure in the Jerusalem council of Acts 15. According to Galatians
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1:19, he was considered an “apostle,” and in Galatians 2:9 he was labeled by Paul
as one of the “pillars of the church” (with Peter and John). According to Galatians
2:11-14, a controversial episode took place in which some “friends of James”
arrived and turned Peter against Paul on the issue of having table fellowship with
uncircumcised Gentile followers. What cannot be known is the complicity of James
in this incident, i.e., whether he sent them as emissaries or they simply used his
name for their Judaistic demands. If he had sent them, it is clear that by the end
of the Jerusalem council he had at least changed his mind on that issue. He was
so pious as a Jewish Christian that the Jews labeled him “James the Just.” The end
for James came at the siege of Jerusalem when he was first denounced by the high
priest Ananus and then thrown headlong down from a pillar atop the Temple (see
Josephus Antiquities 20.200).
James does not call himself “the brother of our Lord,” probably because his
humility did not allow him to take advantage of that relationship. Besides, he was
an unbeliever throughout his life (as a brother) until the resurrection appearance.
Rather, he calls himself doulos [TG1401, ZG1528] (“slave”; see further on 1 Pet 2:16), a
word often used at the beginning of New Testament letters (e.g., Rom 1:1; Phil 1:1;
Titus 1:1; 2 Pet 1:1; Jude 1). This followed an Old Testament practice (e.g., Gen
32:10; Exod 14:31 [Moses]; Isa 41:8 [Israel]; 42:1; Jer 7:25 [the prophets]). The “slave
of Yahweh” represented one who was a trusted official or envoy in the administration of the royal kingdom of Yahweh. It also speaks of absolute servanthood under
the power of God. James’s master here is God and Christ. There is no formula in the
New Testament as full as this (“slave of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ”). James
wanted the reader to understand fully that he served under the authority of his God
and his Lord. They are fully sovereign, equally divine and master over James (see
note on 1:1). We must note that while at the earthly level James was Jesus’ brother,
at the level of ultimate concern (and with James’s whole being), he was Jesus’ slave.
While “Christ” here is without the article and thus part of his proper name (“Jesus
Christ”), no Jew would have read this without thinking “Jesus the Messiah,” and
that is likely intended here. All of the first half of the verse is anarthrous (i.e., the
definite article does not appear), emphasizing the theological aspects of Jesus’ lordship and messianic office (cf. Acts 2:36, where Peter said in his Pentecost sermon,
“God has made this Jesus, whom you crucified, to be both Lord and Messiah”).
“Jesus is Lord” appears in several creedal passages (Rom 10:9-10; 1 Cor 8:6; 12:3;
Phil 2:11; Col 2:6) and is part of his exaltation to the right hand of God (Rom 8:34;
Col 3:1) and of his ultimate authority over God’s kingdom.
The addressees are called “‘the twelve tribes’—Jewish believers scattered abroad”
(lit., “the twelve tribes of the Diaspora”). The twelve tribes were, of course, the
descendants of the twelve patriarchs and were allotted territory in Israel after they
conquered the Promised Land (Josh 13–21). However, in the Assyrian and Babylonian exiles, the tribes lost their place in the Holy Land and were “dispersed”
throughout the nations (forming the Diaspora). The prophets frequently promised
that God would regather his scattered people in exile and assemble the nation
together once more (Isa 11:11-12; Jer 31:8-12; 50:19; Zech 10:8-12). It was commonly believed that the Exile would not be over until all the Jewish people had
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been returned to Zion, and that would only happen with the coming of the Messiah. Thus, the early church looked upon itself as the new Israel, Jew and Gentile
alike, who were the regathered people of God. They were citizens of heaven and
exiles living in a foreign land, alienated from and despised by the people of this
world (see on 1 Pet 1:1, 17; 2:11). They were God’s people of the last days. As Moo
points out (2000:49-50), Jesus’ choice of twelve disciples shows he was gathering
together “eschatological Israel,” depicted also in Revelation 7:5-8 by the 12,000
drawn from each of the twelve tribes, and in Revelation 21:12 by the twelve gates of
the heavenly Jerusalem inscribed with “the names of the twelve tribes of Israel.” So
James was addressing a group of Jewish Christians who lived in pagan lands outside
Palestine and considered themselves to be true Israel, living in exile far from their
heavenly home.

u	II.	The Testing of Your Faith (1:2-18)
A.	Trials and Testing (1:2-11)
1.	Joy in trials (1:2-4)
2 Dear

brothers and sisters,* when troubles
come your way, consider it an opportunity
for great joy. 3 For you know that when
your faith is tested, your endurance has a

1:2-4

chance to grow.
let it grow, for when
your endurance is fully developed, you
will be perfect and complete, needing
nothing.
4 So

1:2 Greek brothers; also in 1:16, 19.

NOTES

1:2 consider it an opportunity for great joy. The first two words in the sentence are pasan
charan [TG3956/5479, ZG4246/5915] (all joy), emphasizing the proper response to trials. The
verb (“consider”) is an imperative and means that the mental decision to count all life’s
various difficulties to be completely joyous is not an option but a divine mandate.
1:3 For you know. This translates a causal participle, “knowing.” This verb is often used in
the NT (5:20; Rom 6:3, 6; 1 John 2:29) to bring to the reader’s memory catechetical teaching they should be aware of. In a sense, this is like a teacher reminding students of something they already know.
CO M M ENT A RY

The first section of James functions as an introduction to the contents of the entire
letter. The basic themes—trials and tests (1:2-4, 12-15), the need for faith and
wisdom (1:5-8), the social problem of poverty and wealth (1:9-11), and God’s
perfect gift of life (1:16-18)—are all introduced here. All four are intertwined: The
basic trial is poverty, and the difficult situation of the majority of the readers calls for
faith in God and his wisdom to overcome the temptations (1:13-15) produced by
the trials. All four motifs will reverberate throughout the letter, once again showing
the basic unity of James (against those who see it as a loose collection of homilies—
see the Introduction). James begins with the problem of trials because all the other
situations in the letter—prejudice, the need to put faith to work, the problem of the
tongue, oppression by the wealthy, physical illness—are examples of the “various
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kinds of trials” (1:2, my translation) discussed here. Two other passages cover the
same material as 1:2-4, namely, Romans 5:3-5 and 1 Peter 1:6-7. Romans 5:3-5
speaks of trials producing “endurance,” which produces “strength of character,”
which produces “confident hope.” In 1 Peter 1:6-7 we are told that we should “be
truly glad” because trials test our faith like “fire tests and purifies gold.” These three
passages demonstrate a common thread of catechetical teaching in the early church.
James begins with “dear brothers and sisters,” used often in this letter (2:1, 14;
3:1, 10; 4:11; 5:7, 9, 12, 19) to show that his admonitions stem from a heart of
love and a family relationship with the readers. From this vantage point he delivers his impossible command: “Consider [your trials] an opportunity for great joy.”
“Consider” (hegesasthe [TG2233, ZG2451]) means to “think, regard, treat” something
in a certain way; the idea is to make a mental switch so that a particular situation
is “regarded” from a certain vantage point. Hebrews 12:11 states, “No discipline is
enjoyable while it is happening—it’s painful!” From the human perspective, discipline is painful. James takes the other perspective, from the viewpoint of eternity;
he says it should be joyful. The first two words of the sentence (placed there for
emphasis) are “great joy,” with the word pas [TG3956, ZG4246] meaning “completely
joyous” or “pure joy.” This is only possible when we look at troubles from God’s
perspective. We must separate “joy” from happiness. We are happy when things go
the way we want; joy can only occur when we see it God’s way, when we surrender
to his providential care. Then the afflictions become a source of “great joy.”
This joy occurs as we encounter (lit., “fall into,” often with a negative connotation of encountering thieves or difficult circumstances, see BDAG 804) peirasmois
. . . poikilois [TG3986/4164, ZG4280/4476], which are “various kinds of troubles [trials].”
James is here introducing all the myriad types of trouble that we pass through,
especially the ones he will discuss throughout his letter. The word for “trial” here is
used two different ways in this chapter: as a “test” that God allows in our lives (cf.
1 Pet 1:6; 4:12) and as a “temptation” in 1:13-15 (cf. 1 Cor 10:13; 1 Tim 6:9). God’s
purpose is to “test” the believers as he did Jesus, when the Spirit “led” or “drove”
Jesus into the wilderness (Mark 1:12-13). Testing is common in Scripture: Abraham
at the sacrifice of Isaac (Gen 22), Moses on the mountain for 40 days and nights
(Exod 34:28), Israel in the wilderness for 40 years (Num 14:33-34), and Elijah in
the wilderness on the way to Sinai for 40 days and nights (1 Kgs 19:8). So God uses
the painful experience of trials to bring his people to joy in him. The way he does
so is explored in the next two verses.
In 1:3 the meaning of trials is explained. He defines a trial as a situation “when
your faith is tested” (lit., “the testing of your faith”). The Greek word for “testing”
is dokimion [TG1383, ZG1510], which has two aspects, the process of testing or refining
something, and the intended results of the test, the “approval” or “genuineness” of
the thing. Most scholars agree that the stress here is on the means of testing, while
in 1 Peter 1:7 (see commentary on that verse in this volume) it is on the results of
the process. Putting the two together, God allows trials because they test one’s faith
with the refiner’s fire, and in so doing strengthen one’s faith so that it becomes
“genuine” and “approved” by God. Like gold, one’s faith must be placed in the crucible so that it can be purified; as the impurities are removed, it becomes acceptable
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to God as pure gold. This kind of purified faith is rewarded by “the crown of life”
(see commentary on 1:12).
The process of proving one’s faith leads to “endurance” (1:3), which as a result
of the trial “has a chance to grow” (an agricultural metaphor showing what is
“produced” by the growth process). The Greek term for “endurance” (hupomone
[TG5281, ZG5705]) literally means to “remain under” a weight, thus to “persevere” and
remain “steadfast” under affliction. It became one of the primary characteristics of
Christians in the first century due to the great amount of persecution they experienced. Jesus said that “everyone who endures to the end will be saved” (Matt 10:22;
24:13), and Paul said that as “true ministers” he and his associates “patiently endure
troubles and hardships and calamities of every kind” (2 Cor 6:4). The book of Revelation makes perseverance a major theological emphasis, calling on believers to
remain faithful and overcome temptation as well as opposition (Rev 1:9; 2:2, 3, 19;
3:10; 13:10; 14:12). As trials multiply in a believer’s life, they progressively enable
the person to place their trust entirely in God and rise above the difficulties to find
that “joy” in the Lord mentioned in 1:2. Martin (1988:15-16) notes that Abraham
was the primary model for this in Judaism, and that “endurance” also contains the
ideas of “hope” and “expectancy” (1 Chr 29:15; Ps 71:5; Jer 14:8; 17:13).
James next (1:4) turns to the responsibility of the believers in the process. God
sends the refining process; his people must put that to work in their lives. They are
taught “endurance,” but they must “let it grow” and “fully develop” in their lives.
The literal wording is, “let endurance continue to have its perfect work,” with the
present tense “have” referring to a long period of time. There are two ideas here—the
believer’s responsibility to yield to God in the midst of the trials, and the effects of
these difficulties that are at work in the Christian. The major desired effect is called
teleios [TG5046, ZG5455], a term that can mean “perfect” but also connotes a “complete”
or “mature” work. In this context it means to allow the process of learning perseverance come to “completion,” to let it come to full fruition in one’s life. Dibelius
(1975:73-74) says this has an active rather than a passive force; the Christian must
put the process to work with great effort, growing in character and dependence on
God through difficulties.
There are three results for the believers, described by three different expressions
in 1:4. The first is the same teleios used earlier in this verse. As Moo (2000:56)
and Davids (1982:69) bring out, the Old Testament idea looks to Noah as the
“complete” man (Gen 6:9; Sir 44:17; Jubilees 10:17). In the New Testament, there
is little difference between “perfect” and “complete,” since believers are to strive
for the perfection of God (Matt 5:48, “Be perfect, even as your Father in heaven is
perfect”). This does not mean that they attain perfection, but they strive for it at all
times and become both “mature” and “complete” in him. James intends the full
meaning of the term here. This is a major motif in James, occurring also in 1:17, 25;
3:2. Martin (1988:17) brings out three ideas in this: (1) It concerns one’s character,
not just one’s actions or conduct; (2) it does not center just on “human endeavor”
as in the Stoic model, but on the “divine pattern” at work in one’s soul; and (3) it
is eschatological, pointing ahead to the full maturity when God’s plan has come
to fulfillment.
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The second result for believers is that they will be holokleroi [TG3648, ZG3908], a
medical metaphor that speaks of a “sound” or “whole” person. Louw and Nida
(L&N 268) define its cognate as “a state of complete health or soundness in the
whole body.” And this refers to the moral and spiritual wholeness of the individual.
Davids (1982:70) calls this “a fully rounded uprightness” and defines it as “not
just a maturing of character, but a rounding out as more and more ‘parts’ of the
righteous character are added (Ezek 15:5; Wisd 15:3).” This is at the core of James’s
message, and Moo considers it critical enough to entitle 1:2-18 “the pursuit of
spiritual wholeness.”
The third characteristic of the well-rounded Christian developed through life’s
trials is “needing [or lacking in] nothing.” This restates the previous term (“complete, whole”) and has a spiritual dimension (having no wants in Christ, who
supplies all one’s needs, Phil 4:19) and a moral dimension (blamelessness before
God). The message of 1:2-4 is that the trials of life are allowed by God as a spiritual necessity that tests our Christian character and gives us an opportunity to
strengthen our faith by learning steadfast endurance, thereby making us complete
in Christ and whole (healthy) people of God.

u
5 If

2. Wisdom and faith in trials (1:5-8)

you need wisdom, ask our generous
God, and he will give it to you. He will not
rebuke you for asking. 6 But when you ask
him, be sure that your faith is in God
alone. Do not waver, for a person with divided loyalty is as unsettled as a wave of

1:5-8

the sea that is blown and tossed by the
wind. 7 Such people should not expect to
receive anything from the Lord. 8 Their
loyalty is divided between God and the
world, and they are unstable in everything
they do.

NOTES

1:5-8 Dibelius (1975:77) sees only a “superficial” connection between 1:2-4 and 1:5-8,
believing the latter a separate homily artificially attached to 1:2-4 by the catchword “lack”
(1:4b, 5a). But Davids disagrees with Dibelius’s conclusion that it is “futile” to find any
“connection of thought” between the two paragraphs; Davids says that wisdom is the
overarching theme uniting the two sets of ideas (1982:54). I agree with Davids but think
that wisdom is not the dominant theme but part of the developing message. James 1:2-8
is similar to Phil 4:6-7 in that the solution to worry is deep-seated prayer and faith in God.
Yet Dibelius is correct when he says that James adds a remarkable passage on the powerful
reality of prayer and the kind of God who answers our prayers!

1:5 ask our generous God. The meaning of the adverb haplos [TG574, ZG607] in this context
is quite debated: It could be taken as (1) “generously, graciously, freely” (with regard to
quantity) on the grounds that giving expresses such liberality of response (so Adamson,
Johnson, Reicke, Ross); (2) “with singleness of heart, integrity” on the grounds that the
emphasis is on God’s undivided intent to meet our needs (Moo, Stulac); or (3) “without
hesitation or reserve” on the grounds that it reflects the basic meaning of “sincerely” and
pictures a God who responds immediately to the need (BDAG, Blomberg and Kamell,
Davids, Dibelius, Martin, McCartney). All three are viable linguistically and can fit the
context. Laws (1980:55) is probably correct in believing that James was conscious of these
various meanings and may well have intended a richness of thought here, combining these
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I n t r o d uc t i o n t o

1 Peter

I began to appreciate 1 Peter shortly after I arrived at Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School in 1977 to begin teaching. We have always used this epistle as our example
in the second course of Greek Exegesis, centering on how to preach through it.
Teaching 1 Peter once a year for the next three decades led me to fall in love with
the richness of its theological message and the practicality of its presentation of the
Christian life. For many years I have longed for an opportunity to write a commentary on this incredible epistle, and it is with joy that I do so now.

Author
The text begins with the statement, “This letter is from Peter, an apostle of Jesus
Christ”; furthermore, 2 Peter 3:1 refers to itself as “my second letter to you.” First
Peter is also alluded to often in Polycarp’s epistle to the Philippians (To the Philippians 1:3; 2:1-2; 5:3; 7:2 et al.) and is generally accepted as Petrine by many ancient
witnesses (Papias and Clement of Alexandria in Eusebius Ecclesiastical History 2.15.2;
Irenaeus Against Heresies 4.9.2, 5.7.2; Tertullian Scorpion’s Sting 12, among others).
Still, a large number of scholars (e.g., Achtemeier, Beare, Best, Elliott, Goppelt,
Senior) believe it is pseudonymous, written by one of Peter’s followers in his name
somewhat late in the first century. Let us consider the five major reasons these
scholars doubt that Peter was the author:
1-2. The Greek of 1 Peter is too good for a Galilean fisherman, and the author utilizes the
Septuagint throughout. Elliott (2000:120) says, “The polished Attic style, classical
vocabulary . . . and rhetorical quality of this Greek composition make it one
of the more refined writings of the NT,” concluding, “It is difficult to reconcile
a composition of such quality with the Galilean fisherman Simon Peter whose
mother tongue was Aramaic and who was described as ‘unschooled’ (Acts 4:13).”
Achtemeier (1996:3-4) believes that the stylistic use of comparison, alliteration,
synonyms, anaphora, antithetic and synthetic parallelism, rhythmic structure, and
other literary devices meant the author had to have had at least a middle-level
education in Hellenistic writing that would have included the study of classical
authors like Homer.
A common solution to the problems posed by this incongruity is to suppose that
Peter used an amanuensis to write his epistle—see 5:12, where Peter says he wrote
the letter “with the help of” (lit., “through”; dia [TG1223, ZG1328]) Silvanus (another
name for Silas). This verse, however, does not directly say that Silas penned the letter.
Many argue that it actually means Silas was the carrier of the letter (so Achtemeier
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1996:7-9; Jobes 2005:320). Nevertheless, there is no cogent reason to deny that Silas
functioned in both capacities, taking Peter’s content and fashioning it with better
Greek (so Carson and Moo 2005:644-645) and then delivering the letter.
At the same time, there is nothing in the letter or its style that could not have
been written by a former Galilean fisherman now become apostle and missionary.
The Greek is very well done, but that is the case also for the very Jewish epistles of
James and Hebrews. Jobes, in a careful excursus (2005:325-338), shows that the
level of Greek spoken in Galilee is higher than was supposed, and the Septuagint
was widely used in Palestine as well as in diaspora areas. Moreover, the statement
that Peter was “uneducated” in Acts 4:13 was given from a Jewish standpoint and
meant he had no formal rabbinic training. Finally, her syntactical study of 1 Peter
shows it was written by someone for whom Greek was a second language.
Peter would have grown up with Greek as a second language in Galilee, and his
years as a missionary leader in the Christian world would have given him a lot of
experience with Gentiles. The old theory of the Tübingen school in the nineteenth
century that Peter worked only with Jews has long been discounted. Moreover, the
statement in Galatians 2:1-10 that Peter would center on the Jews was not meant
to be a permanent situation, for Paul always evangelized Jews before Gentiles, and
Peter had a following at the church in Corinth (1 Cor 1:12). In short, there is no
reason in the Greek style of the book for denying Peter is the author, who had some
help from Silas as an amanuensis.
3. The epistle is addressed to remote provinces in the north part of Asia Minor, and these
were not likely reached until long after Peter had passed from the scene. It is true that
neither Acts nor the Pauline epistles mention these northern provinces. But Paul in
Romans 15:19 says he had ministered in every region “from Jerusalem all the way to
Illyricum,” a region on the Adriatic northeast of Italy. A land route from Jerusalem
to there would include the northern regions of Asia Minor. In other words, we know
too little about the evangelization of Cappadocia and Bithynia to assume Peter and
Paul had no contact with people there. (On the objection that Peter ministered only
to Jews, see the previous paragraph.) Moreover, we know that the church at Rome
was founded by visiting business people rather than apostles, and these northern
regions could easily have been reached the same way. Peter, like Paul in Romans,
may have been writing to churches he had never visited.
4. The developed church situation in 1 Peter 5 and the level of the persecution described
in the epistle fit the situation at the end of the century, not that of the 60s. Neither
the church structure nor the persecution mentioned demands a late date. The view
(called “early Catholicism”) that dominated the 1960s and 1970s was that the
presence of official offices like “elder” (5:1-4) developed late in the church (e.g., the
ad 90s). This school of thought was influential for a while, but most scholars have
strong doubts now as to the viability of this tenet (see especially in the Introduction
to 2 Peter, page 277). The book of Acts tells us that there were elders very early in
the life of the church (see, e.g., Acts 11:30; 14:23; 15:2, 4). Elders functioned both
in Jewish and Hellenistic communities, and it makes sense that from the beginning
(see Acts 11:30) such leaders were present in the church.
Similarly, some date 1 Peter during the time of Domitian (81–96) or Trajan
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(98–117) due to the level of opposition and persecution it seems to portray. This,
however, is problematic on two counts. First, there was no official persecution under
Domitian, and no real empirewide conflagration even under Trajan. There is no
situation in this letter that parallels that of Pliny’s letters to Trajan, which tell of the
arrest and torture of Christians (Letters 10.96-97). Second, the “fiery trials” of 4:12
do not in fact reflect an official empirewide persecution but rather the kind of serious opposition often experienced by Jews as well as Christians in the first century.
The persecution mentioned in 5:9 was worldwide only in the sense that Christians
everywhere were going through something similar, not in the sense that it was an
official Roman persecution. In fact, this is true also for the book of Revelation;
it, too, refers to a local yet severe persecution rather than a state-sponsored antiChristian movement (see Osborne 2002:7-9).
5. The language of the epistle is too Pauline and shows too little cognizance of Jesus
to have been written by Peter. Regarding the occurrences of Pauline language in this
epistle, Jobes provides an excellent discussion (2005:11-13), noting that if there
were such extensive Paulinisms, the epistle should be attributed to Paul, not Peter.
The parallels, however, are better explained by a common early church tradition
rather than a dependency on Paul. The closest affinity is with Romans, and that is
easily explained by Peter’s connection to Rome paralleling Paul’s. Furthermore, in
5:1 the author calls himself “a witness to the sufferings of Christ” (likely reflecting
Peter’s presence at Jesus’ trial), and in 2:23 he refers to Jesus’ refusal to “retaliate” or
“threaten revenge” at his trial (see Grudem 1988:20). In 3:18; 4:1-2, 13, he appeals
to the model of Christ for Christian conduct. Moreover, there are few places in the
epistle where it would have been natural to appeal to Christ’s life (see 2 Pet 1:16-18,
where Jesus’ transfiguration is noted in a place where the argument called for it).
In sum, the arguments against Peter’s authorship of 1 Peter are unconvincing.
Marshall (1991:21) states the conclusion strongly: “if ever there was a weak case for
pseudonymity, surely it is in respect to this letter.”

Date
Those who doubt Petrine authorship tend to date the epistle in the 80s or 90s since,
as noted above, they think it reflects Pauline material and a late church organization,
as well as an empirewide persecution. These arguments, however, are fairly weak and
present an insufficient cause to reject Petrine authorship. Accepting Peter as author,
the dating of the letter depends on one’s view regarding his death. The commonly
held view that Peter, as well as Paul, died around ad 65 during the Neronian persecution is based on Tacitus (Annals 15.44; cf. 1 Clement 5–6), though Tacitus does not
mention him by name. Peter’s crucifixion upside down is portrayed in Acts of Peter
37–40, and is seen as prophesied in John 21:15-19. Yet this is challenged by Michaels
(1988:vii-lxi), who says that John 21:19 (“to let him know by what kind of death he
would glorify God”) and 2 Peter 1:14 (“Christ has shown me that I must soon leave
this earthly life”) do not necessarily indicate martyrdom or death under Nero. He
believes that Peter may have lived into the 80s, and firm conclusions about the date
of this epistle cannot be tied to later reports of his early death.
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Still, an earlier date remains more than reasonable since the general sense of
widespread persecution fits closely the anti-Christian sentiment in the Roman
Empire that made it possible for Nero to blame the burning of Rome on the Christians. While we cannot know for certain that Peter died under Nero, it makes good
sense as a real possibility. Also, neither Peter in his writings nor Paul in his writings
shows any overlapping of their ministries in Rome (where 1 Peter was penned; see
5:13), thus allowing for Peter’s presence there in ad 62–64 (see Grudem 1988:36).
In short, there can be no certainty, but there exists a valid possibility that Peter
authored 1 Peter in 62–63 and 2 Peter in 63–64.

Occasion of Writing
The Christians in Asia Minor were very distressed because of the hostility and persecution they were experiencing; as a result, they were deeply discouraged. Peter
addressed their situation with great insight and in the process provided a wellthought-out theology of suffering. He wanted them to understand how special
they were as God’s chosen children, God’s new temple, and the new Israel (1:3-13;
2:4-10). Recognizing their status in God’s kingdom should help them put their
marginalized position in this world into perspective. Though they were “temporary
residents and foreigners” (1:1, 17; 2:11) in this world, they belonged to heaven and
were God’s own people; so they could “rejoice” in the midst of their trials (1:6, 8;
4:13-14). Their present circumstances were difficult, but their future was secure,
which is a major focus of this epistle. In the future God would deliver them, ensure
their victory, and both vindicate and reward them at the return of Christ (1:5, 7, 13;
4:13; 5:1, 10). In light of this special nature (namely, being strangers and aliens in
this world) that they obtained from Christ, they must live as children of God and
citizens of heaven, which demands a lifestyle of holiness. They were to respond to
the abuse of their neighbors with good works and blessing (2:12; 3:9) and let their
lives be a witness to the pagans who rejected them (3:15). Combining eschatology
with ethics, Peter urged them to be Christ’s witnesses to a hostile world.

Audience
Who were the recipients of this letter? Peter addresses the inhabitants of five Roman
provinces in Asia Minor (modern-day Turkey)—Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia,
Asia, and Bithynia (1:1). These provinces of the Anatolian peninsula comprised
all the area north and west of the Taurus Mountains. Cappadocia was in the eastern quadrant, Bithynia and Pontus in the north (considered one province by the
Romans), Galatia in the center, and Asia to the west. Asia was a wealthy province,
very pro-Roman, and inhabited by adherents of the imperial cult (the worship of the
emperor as a god). It was the most urban of the five provinces, with a large number
of wealthy cities due to the connections with Rome. Pontus and Bithynia had ports
on the Black Sea and so were also moderately wealthy. Galatia and Cappadocia
were generally rural and poor, with cities far apart. Apart from Asia, the peoples of
these areas were very diverse, speaking several different languages; their populations
included a large number of Jewish settlers (see Elliott 2000:84-90). This area eventually became central to the Christian movement, as Jobes (2005:22) points out:
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And yet this untamed region became the cradle of Christianity. From Asia Minor
emerged people whose names are immortalized in Christian history. From Pontus
came Aquila, the Jewish tentmaker and husband of Priscilla (Acts 18:2), as well as
Marcion. . . . From Hierapolis in Phrygia . . . came Epictetus, the famous Roman slave
and Stoic philosopher . . . as well as Papias, bishop of Hierapolis. . . . In the fourth
century came the Cappadocian fathers, such as Basil, bishop of Cappadocia’s capital
city, Caesarea, his brother Gregory of Nyssa, and Gregory of Nazianzus, bishop of
Constantinople—all three defenders of the Nicene creed against the heresies of Arius.
One debate is whether the recipients of the letter were mainly Jewish or Gentile.
Most ancient interpreters (Origen, Eusebius, the Greek Fathers) tended to believe
they were Jewish; modern interpreters think of them as predominantly Gentile. The
use of the Old Testament, the allusion to the readers as “exiles of the Dispersion”
(1:1, RSV), and the Jewish flavor of several passages could point to Jewish
provenance, while the rhetorical traits would favor a Gentile origin. Yet the issue is
wrongly put as an either–or. These provinces were primarily Gentile but with large
numbers of Jews living in them. At Pentecost in Acts 2:9 there were pilgrims from
“Cappadocia, Pontus, the province of Asia.” Therefore, the churches in these regions
were undoubtedly made up of Jews and Gentiles, and the epistle is addressed to
both groups as forming one church.

Canonicity and Textual History
First Peter was among the earliest books to be accepted into the New Testament
canon. It was generally accepted and quoted as Scripture by many ancient witnesses
(Papias and Clement of Alexandria in Eusebius Ecclesiastical History 2.15.2; Irenaeus
Against Heresies 4.9.2, 5.7.2; Tertullian Scorpion’s Sting 12, among others). Michaels
(1988:xxxiv) says that “aside from the four Gospels and the letters of Paul, the external attestation for 1 Peter is as strong or stronger than for any New Testament book.”
The earliest manuscript containing 1 Peter is Papyrus Bodmer VII/VIII, known as
P72 (dated to the late third century). The text of P72 is Alexandrian, closely related
to the fourth-century Codex Vaticanus (B) and to Codex Alexandrinus (A, dated
c. ad 400). These manuscripts present solid testimony to the original wording of
1 Peter. Other trustworthy manuscripts of 1 Peter are Codex Sinaiticus (a) of the
fourth century, P81 of the fourth century, Codex Ephraemi Rescriptus (C) of the
early fifth century, and P74 of the seventh century.

Literary Style
Most scholars today recognize 1 Peter as an apocalyptic epistle. It is not the type
of apocalyptic work seen in Daniel, Zechariah, or Revelation (let alone 4 Ezra or
2 Baruch, two of the 25 or so Jewish apocalyptic works written between 200 bc and
ad 100). First Peter is an “apocalyptic epistle” because of the centrality it places on
the end of all things. First Peter is focused on eschatological salvation. Salvation is a
present experience, but it progresses through life, and the end or goal of one’s faith
is the salvation of one’s soul (1:9, NKJV)—an idea that agrees with 1:5, which says
salvation is “ready to be revealed on the last day.” Davids (1990:15-16) considers
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perspective.” In addition, this glory has begun in the lives of the saints. In 5:10 we
currently “share” in Christ’s glory, and that foretaste gives us strength to endure now
in light of the time his glory will be consummated in us.

Outline
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B.	The Model for Triumph over Suffering—Christ (3:18-22)
C.	Right Response to Opposition (4:1-6)
	D.	Ethical Life in the Community (4:7-11)
	E.	A Christian Approach to Suffering (4:12-19)
V.	The Key to Community Life—Service (5:1-11)
	A.	A Challenge to the Leaders—Proper Leadership (5:1-5a)
B.	A Challenge to the Community—Humility, Trust in God, Alertness
5:5b-11)
VI.	Final Greetings (5:12-14)
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Commentary on

1 Peter

u	I.	Salutation: A Trinitarian Message (1:1-2)
1:1-2

This letter is from Peter, an apostle of Jesus Christ.
I am writing to God’s chosen people
who are living as foreigners in the provinces of Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia,
and Bithynia.* 2 God the Father knew you

and chose you long ago, and his Spirit has
made you holy. As a result, you have
obeyed him and have been cleansed by
the blood of Jesus Christ.
May God give you more and more grace
and peace.

1:1 Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia were Roman provinces in what is now Turkey.

NOTES

1:1 God’s chosen people. It is debated whether “chosen” modifies “strangers” (so “elect
exiles,” ESV) or represents a separate idea (“chosen people who are living as foreigners,” or
“chosen to be foreigners,” so NASB, NLT, TNIV). In the context, the latter is probably better.
Peter is emphasizing Christians’ special status as God’s elect. The church is the new Israel,
the people of God in continuity with Israel in the OT. Even though they are despised and
oppressed in this evil world, they can know that they have been singled out by God as his
chosen people.

living as foreigners. Most believe that this phrase (derived from parepidemos [TG3927,
ZG4215])

and the corresponding “foreigners in the land” (paroikia [TG3940, ZG4229], 1:17;
both occur in 2:11) are metaphors that depict how Christians are to think of themselves
in relationship to the world around them. The noun parepidemos pictures a visitor who is
in a location for only a short term. The noun paroikia (1:17) depicts the mode of life of a
“resident alien” (or a sojourner) who is living in a foreign country for a time but does not
“belong” there. They are “strangers” here and “exiled” from their true heavenly home. Both
remind the followers of Christ that they do not truly belong in this world; they are citizens
of heaven (Eph 2:19; Phil 3:20) and as such follow the ethical customs and standards of
God’s realm rather than those of this world. Achtemeier (1996:174-175; contra Elliott,
below) says these two terms were not taken from their legal situation or their status in the
Roman world but rather were based to some degree on the status of Israel, particularly
Abraham, as he sojourned during his wanderings (cf. Gen 23:4; Ps 39:12). They relive the
life of Israel and of the patriarchs as they “sojourn” in this world, never really belonging.
Elliott (1981:24-37; 2000:457-462; also McKnight 1996:48-50) believes that these are not
metaphors but sociopolitical terms that describe a group of converts in Asia Minor that
were marginalized because they belonged to the lower class. They thought their conversion would bring God’s blessings and cause things to get better, but they discovered that
they were now doubly oppressed because their neighbors turned against them when they
became Christians. While an attractive theory, few have taken this route because there is
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insufficient evidence in 1 Peter for such a sociological approach. In similar fashion, Jobes
(2005:28-40, 61) sees this as more than a metaphor; she believes it depicts Christians from
Rome that were expelled and forced to recolonize in (or relocate to) Asia Minor, as with
Priscilla and Aquila (Acts 18:2) in the expulsion under Claudius in ad 49. This “dispersion”
led to discouragement, so Peter was addressing their plight. This suffers the same problem
as Elliott’s theory: There is not enough in the epistle to warrant so specific an identification.

in the provinces. Or, “dispersed (diaspora [TG1290, ZG1402]) among the provinces.” In combination with the preceding “foreigners,” Peter speaks of his readers literally as “aliens of
the diaspora/dispersion.” The Greek term diaspora had a particular Jewish usage, describing those who since the exile had been displaced and forced to live among the Gentiles in
an “alien” environment (see Isa 49:6; Jer 15:7, LXX). Asia Minor, along with Babylon and
Egypt, had the largest Jewish diaspora communities in the first century. So this is another
term with a metaphorical sense describing Christians as the marginalized in society. There
is also a possible thrust describing the Christian life as a journey of those “dispersed” in
the world.

Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia. It is disputed whether Peter intended
to depict the Roman provinces as official entities, for Pontus and Bithynia constituted a
single Roman province. It is doubtful that he would be ignorant of this. Many think he
was taking a geographical approach, describing the route a courier would take to deliver
the letter—landing at the port of Sinope on the Black Sea at Pontus, then moving south to
Cappadocia, west to Galatia and Asia, then north to Bithynia (see Achtemeier 1996:83-85;
Hemer 1977–1978:239-243). The one difficulty is that this moves in the opposite direction
(east to west) that one would expect of a letter coming from Rome. So it is possible that
Peter was just naming them from memory without thinking of political changes, centering
on regions rather than official provinces (so Green, Jobes).

1:2 God the Father . . . his Spirit . . . Jesus Christ. This verse is Trinitarian, expressing
how each member of the triune Godhead relates to the scattered aliens and further describing the meaning of their election as the special people of God. Moreover, these are three
prepositional phrases in the Greek that depict the parameters of God’s choosing them:
“according to” (kata [TG2596, ZG2848], the basis), “by” (en [TG1722, ZG1877], the means—
though some prefer locative, “takes place in the sphere of”), and “for” (eis [TG1519, ZG1650],
the purpose/result).
knew you . . . long ago. Lit., “according to the foreknowledge of God.” This emphasizes
that God, not Rome or any other human power, is in charge. It also parallels Rom 8:29;
11:2, where Paul talks of God knowing and choosing his people “in advance,” “before
he made the world” (Eph 1:4). (See 1:20 where Jesus was chosen “long before the world
began.”) God’s foreordained purpose was that his people be separate and distinct from the
people of this world. Marginalization is part of the plan of God!
CO M M ENT A RY

With a three-part greeting consisting of the author, recipients, and salutation, this
is a typical Christian letter exhibiting the regular epistolary conventions. However,
it is written to the largest region of any epistle, with the provinces covering nearly
300,000 square miles (Achtemeier, Michaels). Simon, part of the inner circle
(with James and John) of Jesus’ apostolic band, was given the nickname Cephas
(Aramaic) or Peter (Greek) by Jesus when they first met (John 1:42, reaffirmed at
the Caesarea Philippi confession in Matt 16:18). This followed an Old Testament
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practice in which God would give certain people a special commission by renaming
them, as with Abram/Abraham in Genesis 17:5 and with Jacob/Israel in Genesis
32:28. It was a virtual prophecy, for Peter never became “the rock” until after
Pentecost; before then, he was shifting sand! We do not know whether or not Peter
ministered in person in the parts of Asia Minor he mentions, but he twice calls
the recipients “dear friends” (2:11; 4:12) and in 5:1 labels himself a “fellow elder”
and “a witness.” There is some familiarity between Peter and the addressees, but
whether that means time spent together is difficult to ascertain. By calling himself
“an apostle of Jesus Christ” (1:1), he makes this an authoritative letter (cf. the first
verses of Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Colossians, 1 and
2 Timothy, and Titus) and tells the readers that he was led by Christ himself in
writing this letter.
The three descriptions Peter uses here provide key themes for the book. First,
they are the elect people of God (1:1). This term was used in the Greek translation
of the Old Testament to express God’s “choosing” a people from the nations to be
his own (Deut 4:37; 1 Chr 16:13; Ps 105:6 [104:6, LXX]; Isa 45:4; 65:9). Michaels
(1988:7) sees a background in Jewish apocalyptic as well, linking the believers
with the righteous remnant in Israel who would be protected and vindicated by
God for all that they suffer (see Wis 3:9; 1 Enoch 1:1, 8; 39:6-7). This concept
of being the “elect” was utilized by Jesus often to designate God’s choice of the
believers to be his own (Matt 22:14; Mark 13:20, 22, 27; John 13:18; 15:16, 19).
Paul also frequently spoke of “the elect” (Rom 8:29-30; 9:6-26; Eph 1:4-5, 11; Col
3:12; 1 Thess 1:4; 2 Thess 2:13), as did Peter (1:1-2; 2:4, 6, 9—for discussion of
this issue, see Osborne 2004:222-223, 280-281). The church is the new Israel, the
“elect” people of God, including believing Jews and Gentiles. The church has not
replaced Israel on the “olive tree” (Rom 11:17) but has joined Israel, and so there
is direct continuity from the “elect” of the Old Testament to the “elect” of the New
Testament. For us, this means that even when we are rejected by those around us,
we can know that God has made us his special people (indeed, his children) chosen out of all of mankind to be his.
The NLT’s “living as foreigners” is more literally, “foreigners of the diaspora” (see
note on 1:1). “Foreigner” depicts the Christian as a temporary visitor or resident in
a strange land—to quote one of the great spiritual hymns, “This world is not my
home, I’m just a passin’ through.” It reminds us that when the world turns against
us, we should not be surprised, because we do not belong anyway. We are strangers
in it, and we belong to and live for God. Diaspora means that believers are reliving
the experience of Israel after the exile; we are “dispersed” in strange places far from
our true home, heaven. Since we are chosen by God and belong to him, we are
alienated from those around us, seen as oddities, even dangerous oddities, by those
who do not want God. We simply do not belong during this temporary sojourn, and
problems arise when we try to belong to the world and be a part of it.
This designation of the believers is then followed by three prepositional phrases
(1:2) that tell the basis, the sphere, and the purpose (see note on 1:2) of God choosing us to be strangers in this world. Theologically, this is the deepest greeting in the
New Testament apart from Revelation 1:4-6 (another Trinitarian greeting). Peter
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wants us to know that the whole of the triune Godhead is involved in our Godordained plight as the marginalized in society. First, we were known long before
the events that happen to us. This salvific knowledge of us is held by our “Father”
(1:2), a term stressing the intimate relationship we have with our sovereign Lord.
Foreknowledge and election are closely connected, as Romans 8:29 demonstrates:
“For God knew his people in advance, and he chose them.” People may reject,
oppose, and persecute us, but we must realize that God knew us and chose us long
before they ever existed. Our lives, including our trials and hardships, are part of
his plan, and as Job 42:2 says, “I know that you [God] can do anything, and no one
can stop you.”
Second, the means by which God chooses believers is the sanctifying work of the
Spirit (“his Spirit has made you holy”). This refers to the process by which God sets
us apart from the world and enables us to live by the power of the Spirit within. As
Goppelt (1993:74) says, “Whoever is taken hold of by the Spirit is thus taken from
the realm of the profane and placed into the sphere of the holy, i.e., of God. . . .
This ‘sanctification’ corresponds in content to God’s self-revelation expressed in
corresponding human conduct.” It includes the idea of the Spirit as the “seal” (Eph
1:13, 4:30), centering on our sanctified status before God and the idea of the Spirit’s
sanctifying activity in our lives, producing set-apart lives that please God.
Third, this chosenness and sanctification, the work of God and the Spirit, will
result in the work of Christ in salvation, namely, in obedience and cleansing.
There are two major questions: (1) Is “obedience” (1:2) the obedience of Jesus
Christ to God’s will (so Elliott, Green), our obeying the call of God in salvation
(so Achtemeier, Best, Davids), or the obedience that follows salvation (so Grudem, Jobes, Marshall)? All three options can make sense, but the progression from
foreknowledge to sanctification to obedience favors the third. This introduces the
emphasis throughout the book on the good lives and conduct of the Christians
(e.g., 1:14-15, 17; 2:5, 9, 12, 15, 19-20). (2) Why does “cleansing” (lit., “sprinkling”) follow “obedience” in the text? This order follows the covenant passage of
Exodus 24:1-8, in which the people pledge, “We will do everything the Lord has
commanded. . . . We will obey” (Exod 24:3, 7), and then Moses sprinkles them
with blood from the altar. Peter, then, reflects this order in his reference to the
new covenant. The greeting follows Pauline precedent (some form of it is found
in all his epistles), promising “grace” and “peace” to the readers, but only 1 Peter
has “may God give you more and more” (possibly taken from the Old Greek version of Dan 4:37c), a Jewish type of prayer asking for bountiful blessings from
God (as in many prayers for grace and deliverance, such as Pss 6; 17; 40). “Grace”
(charis [TG5485, ZG5921], which “modifies and expands” the normal Greek greeting,
chairein [TG5463A, ZG5897]; Jobes 2005:73), and “peace” (eirene [TG1515, ZG1645], representing shalom [TH7965, ZH8934], the normal Jewish greeting), are here combined. In
the first century, these were for the most part dead metaphors, virtually equivalent
to “hello.” As early Christian greetings, though, the emphasis is on the eschatological fulfillment of these hopes. In effect, Peter says, “The blessings your greetings
longed for have now become true in Christ, and God will increase them in your
life as you turn and rely completely on him.”
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u	II.	The Blessings and Responsibilities of Salvation (1:3–2:10)
A. Doxology: The Blessings of Salvation (1:3-12)
1. Primary blessing—regeneration (1:3-5)
1:3-5

3All

praise to God, the Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ. It is by his great mercy that
we have been born again, because God
raised Jesus Christ from the dead. Now we
live with great expectation, 4 and we have
a priceless inheritance—an inheritance

that is kept in heaven for you, pure and
undefiled, beyond the reach of change
and decay. 5And through your faith, God
is protecting you by his power until you
receive this salvation, which is ready to be
revealed on the last day for all to see.

NOTES

1:3 born again. There has been a great deal of material written regarding the source and
meaning of this concept. At the beginning of the twentieth century, it was seen as originating in the mystery religions, in particular, conversion as an initiation into a new life
(against this, see Selwyn 1995:122-123, 305-310). More likely, its origin lies in Jewish
thinking about proselytes entering a new life, possibly also in the Qumran sect’s view
that entering their community meant experiencing a new creation (Goppelt, Jobes). Most
of all, it stems from Jesus’ own teaching in John 3:3, 7 (Gundry 1967). Others believe
this terminology refers mainly to baptism as a symbolic resurrection to new life (Elliott,
Kelly, Selwyn), but it almost certainly is the language of conversion rather than baptism
(Achtemeier, Michaels).

1:4 inheritance. Elliott (2000:335-336) brings out four ways the Christian concepts of
inheritance and hope differ from their Israelite counterparts: (1) Christian inheritance
does not center on reacquiring the land and finding “political autonomy” from its “colonial overlords”; (2) the hope is not linked with the land, for Christianity and its mission
are worldwide in scope; (3) the holy community has replaced the idea of a holy land; its
sense of identity stems from the binding force of being the reborn children of God; (4) the
Christian inheritance, unlike that tied to the land, is permanent and will never perish. Marshall (1991:37-38) adds two further nuances: (1) it is not property received upon the death
of our father but consists of that which is already ours while our father still lives; our name
is already on the will, the gift is guaranteed; (2) it is a property that will come in the future,
but God has already destined it for us; it has been prepared for our future property.
1:5 through your faith . . . by his power. The two prepositions (“through” and “by”) are
virtually synonymous, describing the means by which we are guarded. The power (dunamis
[TG1411, ZG1539]) of God is the vertical instrument of our security, our faith in God the horizontal means of our security. In the Greek, the first and preeminent idea is God’s power as
the basis of protection; faith is our “passive” part in the process. This means that we rely
entirely on the divine might exercised on our behalf, not on what we can do.
CO M M ENT A RY

The focus now moves from the redemptive effects of the triune Godhead to the
salvific parameters of our life in the new covenant reality. In the Greek text, 1:3-12
are a single sentence that describes the new hope and sure inheritance that flow
out of our salvation (1:3-5), the joy that suffering brings as it anchors our faith and
salvation (1:6-9), and the encouragement that comes when we realize we are living
in the time of fulfillment, a time the prophets and even the angels longed to see
(1:10-12).
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I n t r o d uc t i o n t o

2 Peter

There is probably no other New Testament epistle so universally contested as
2 Peter. Many scholars consider it a pseudonymous work written at the end of the
first century or beginning of the second. Many Christians tend to ignore it due to
the fact that it fights heresy throughout, which is not appealing to many today. It
does not feature the centrality of the gospel and salvation as is found in Romans or
the ethical cast found in James or 1 Peter. And the centrality of apocalyptic issues
has led many to conclude that its message is inferior to that of the other New Testament books. Yet there is a clear emphasis in 2 Peter on the grace of God and on the
implications of that grace for the believer’s ethical responsibilities. All the New
Testament epistles are occasional letters addressing the problems encountered in
individual church settings, and 2 Peter is no exception. The apocalyptic perspective
of the book pulsates with a Jewish mind-set, and what it says is in complete agreement with Jesus and Paul (as Peter claims in 3:15-16). Furthermore, the number of
cults and false teachers in our day indicates that we need to consider the teachings
of this epistle more seriously.

Author
The author claims to be the apostle Peter (1:1), who was present at the transfiguration of Jesus (1:17-18). Only three apostles were present at Jesus’ transfiguration:
Peter, James, and John. He also says that this was the second letter he had written to
them (3:1), the first being the epistle known as 1 Peter. Further, the author believes
he is soon to die as indeed Jesus revealed to him, an incident we identify with John
21:18-23, where Jesus spoke of Peter’s demise. Finally, he speaks of “our beloved
brother Paul” (3:15), placing himself on a par with that apostle (see G. Green
2008:139). Who could fit all this except Simon Peter, one of the 12 apostles? While
it is possible that a pseudonymous author was using all this information to appear
apostolic, it is not very likely. Yet the vast majority of critical scholars, and indeed
several in the early centuries of the church age (see Eusebius History 3.3.4; 6.25.8),
have great doubts that Simon Peter was the author of this epistle. They believe the
aspects just discussed were written by a later author (possibly a member of a Petrine
circle) in the name of Peter, making it a pseudonymous (meaning “false name”)
work. Let us consider the reasons for doubting its authenticity.
Probably the single greatest factor against the authenticity of the authorship of
2 Peter is the Hellenistic language and style of the epistle. Bauckham (1983:135136) concludes that the author was well read and rhetorically gifted, seeking literary
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effect, and was at times even grandiose in style. He bases this conclusion on the
high incidence of 57 hapax legomena (words occurring only once in the NT), 32 of
which are not found in the Septuagint either. Of these 32 words, 15 can be found
in other Hellenistic Jewish writers; 17 of 2 Peter’s 57 hapax legomena are found in
the apostolic fathers. Critics wonder how a mere Galilean fisherman could produce
such style. Yet it must be reckoned that people from Galilee tended to be familiar
with the Greek language because of the large number of Greek speakers in that part
of Palestine (see Introduction to 1 Peter, “Author”). Moreover, just as Paul’s language was affected strongly by the groups he was addressing (e.g., in the Colossians
hymn [Col 1:15-20] or the Pastorals, which have similar problems), so Peter could
easily have adapted his style to the people and opponents of Asia Minor (so Watson
1988:144-146, Carson and Moo 2005:661, who speak of the “Asiatic” style adopted
here). It must also be noted that as Peter used one amanuensis (Silvanus, see 1 Pet
5:12) for his first epistle, he could have used a different one for 2 Peter. This would
account for the difference in style between 1 Peter and 2 Peter.
But there are other reasons that explain why the style and themes are different
in the two letters. The general perspective of each epistle shows that quite diverse
issues are being discussed, and even the apocalyptic emphases are fairly distinct,
with 1 Peter more interested in the believer sharing in Jesus’ resurrection and 2 Peter
in the Second Coming and final judgment (1 Peter centers on the Christians and
2 Peter on the condemned false teachers). Yet emphases are occasioned by audience, and while it is certainly true that the situation behind the two epistles is very
different, that is also the case behind the epistles of Paul. The problems addressed
in all epistles are controlled by the audiences themselves, but that never demands
separate authors. Every one of us writes very different letters to various friends
depending on the circumstances being addressed, and that no doubt is also the case
between 1 Peter and 2 Peter (see M. Green 1987:20-21).
The use of Jude in 2 Peter 2 has led many to place 2 Peter late (after the death
of Peter), largely because of a predisposition to accept Jude also as postapostolic.
However, this is circular reasoning, and if we can support the apostolic authorship
of Jude (see the Introduction to that book), then there again is little reason to doubt
the authorship of 2 Peter. Michael Green (1987:144) discusses the implications of
a person in the ancient world copying another (which often denoted the inferior
status of the copier) and notes that as the brother of Jesus, Jude would have a place
and status alongside of Peter. Yet at the same time, such distinctions were not followed by Christ’s followers, as seen in Matthew using Mark’s Gospel when writing
his own. Jesus stressed the equality of status on the part of all believers, and that was
followed throughout the New Testament. There is no problem with Peter using Jude.
Another argument posed by critics is that the opponents in 2 Peter should be
identified as second-century Gnostic teachers, on the basis of their claim to gnosis
[TG1108, ZG1194] and their superiority to the angels. However, there is no evidence
for a developed Gnosticism in 2 Peter (see further below, “Occasion of Writing”),
and everything said about the false teachers in 2 Peter can fit into a situation in
Asia Minor in the 60s of the first century (e.g., their libertine antinomianism, their
“knowledge,” their hedonism). Further, some of Paul’s references to “knowledge”
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in 1 Corinthians (cf. 1 Cor 8:1, 11; 13:2, 8) suggest that the concept was an issue in
the church even early on. Again, there is no basis for doubt on this score.
The centrality of “tradition” in 2 Peter (3:2, 16) is also seen as evidence of a late
date. It is common (so Schreiner 2003:253-254; Bauckham 1983:51) to note Ernst
Käsemann in this respect: He believed that tradition and the church as an institution
in 2 Peter had replaced the Spirit, and both Christology and justification by faith
had been watered down and sublimated to anthropology (i.e., individual piety),
with faith becoming “mere assent to the dogmas of orthodoxy” (1964:195). When
viewed from the perspective of a close reading of 2 Peter, this is a gross misrepresentation of the contents of the epistle. The so-called institutionalization (called “early
Catholicism” by Käsemann and others) is based on the mistaken assumption that
the early church was charismatic in the beginning and only became institutional
late in the apostolic period. There is no evidence for that (see Marshall 1974). The
charismatic and institutional aspects developed side by side from the beginning.
The emphasis on right teaching and creedal truth is found in Romans and Corinthians, as well as in the Pastorals and 2 Peter.
It is also common today to identify 2 Peter as a fictive “farewell testament,”
a viewpoint especially developed by Bauckham (1983:58-62), who states it was
written by a member of the “Petrine circle” after Peter’s death as a testament to his
apostolic message for the postapostolic period. The genre known as “farewell testament” was quite common in Second Temple Jewish literature (as in Testament of the
Twelve Patriarchs, the Testament of Moses) and is summarized well by Moo (1996:64):
The speaker knows he is soon to die, gathers around an audience, emphasizes the
need to remember what he is about to say, predicts the future, and stresses moral
exhortation.” All of these are paralleled in 2 Peter, but there are some significant
differences. The farewell testaments are pseudohistorical in form and written centuries after the Old Testament hero died. There are usually apocalyptic revelations
attached, and the death of the speaker is often noted. It is better to see that Peter
himself uses some aspects of the testamentary form in 2 Peter than that it is a later
pseudonymous work (so M. Green, Moo, G. Green). Also, in an extensive excursus
on pseudonymity, Carson and Moo (2005:337-350) show that such falsely ascribed
works in the ancient world inevitably involve an attempt to deceive and were not
ultimately received well by ancient readers.
In conclusion, there are many reasons to accept Peter’s authorship of 2 Peter, and
too few reasons to reject it. While not mentioned often in the time of the apostolic
fathers (see discussion under “Canonicity and Textual History”), it is noted often
enough to justify the traditional ascription of this epistle as 2 Peter.

Date
The date one assigns to the epistle is affected by one’s decision regarding authorship. In 1:14 the author says, “Our Lord Jesus Christ has shown me that I must soon
leave this earthly life,” most likely referring to Peter’s death during the Neronian
persecution, a terrible time that probably also took the life of Paul. So if we accept
Peter as the author, then the letter was written somewhere around ad 64–65 (the
fire in Rome took place in ad 64; Nero committed suicide in ad 68). If we do not
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accept Peter as the author, the date could be 80–90 (when the delay of the Parousia
would have been regarded as an acute problem, so Bauckham 1983:158-159), late
in the first century (Harrington 2003:237), or perhaps 110 or later (Kelly 1969:237;
Mayor 1907:138). Most likely Peter was in Rome at this time, prior to his martyrdom (1 Peter was also written from Rome—see commentary on 1 Pet 5:13 in this
volume).

Occasion of Writing
One of the primary differences between 1 Peter and 2 Peter is that the first epistle
centers on persecution from outside the church, while the second epistle addresses
schism from inside the church caused by false teachers. We know little about these
heretics apart from the twofold nature of their teaching: (1) Morally, they were
propagating a licentious lifestyle, centering mainly on “shameful immorality” but
also on “greed” (2:2-3). Their “twisted sexual desire” (2:10, 18) made them little
more than “unthinking animals” (2:12). They “love[d] to indulge in evil pleasures”
(2:13) and “commit adultery” (2:14), so much so that they had become “slaves of
sin and corruption” (2:19). (2) Theologically, they were justifying that lifestyle by
stating there would be no return of Christ in judgment. They taught “destructive
heresies” that denied the Lord (2:1), “slandered” the truth (2:2), and “scoff[ed] at
supernatural beings” (2:10). Mainly, they claimed that “everything has remained
the same since the world was first created” (3:4), concluding that there will be no
second coming of Christ (on the grounds of the delay of the Parousia) and no final
judgment (1:16; 3:3-10). They denied that any prophetic texts predicted the Parousia (1:20-21), and so for them the sins of the body remained within their body;
God would never call them to account for their earthly sins.
In response Peter labels their views “evil teaching” (2:2) employing “clever lies”
(2:3) intended to deceive the “ignorant and unstable” (2:14; 3:16). They are apostates (2:20-22) who have “wandered” from the faith (2:15); they “promise freedom” (their liberty was actually a libertinism) but have themselves been enslaved by
sin (2:19). This is one difference with Jude: In Jude the heretics come from outside
the church; in 2 Peter they stem from within the church. Thus, there will not only
be a final judgment (2:4-9; 3:4-10), but it will especially result in the “destruction”
of the heretics and their followers (2:1, 3, 12-13, 17; 3:16).
Throughout much of the twentieth century it was common to identify these false
teachers with second-century Gnostics due to the emphasis on gnosis [TG1108, ZG1194]
in the epistle, the place of “myths” in 1:16 (“clever stories,” NLT), and the denial
of the Parousia, perhaps involving rejection of a physical resurrection and thereby
of the material realm. However, in recent years there has been a growing reluctance
to embrace this view, because there is no evidence in the letter of either a rejection
of resurrection or of the material world, and the hedonism described in this epistle
existed throughout the pagan world and is not endemic to Gnosticism. Nor is there
any kind of dualistic separation between the material and spiritual realms as later
became true of Gnosticism. The idea of the unchanging nature of the world (3:4)
was stated in many segments of Hellenism, not just in Gnosticism. So there has now
been a reappraisal of the evidence.
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More promising is the connection with Epicurean philosophy, especially as developed by Neyrey (1980:407-431; 1993:122-128). The Epicureans rejected any idea
of the providential intervention of the gods and believed the world was ruled by
chance. This would parallel 3:4 (the unchangeable nature of creation) and 1:19-21
(the rejection of prophecy). There would be no future judgment or just end to this
world, and human beings are free to pursue their own desires. There are very real
parallels in 2 Peter, but I must agree with Schreiner (2003:279-280) and G. Green
(2008:155-157) that the false teachers were not full-fledged Epicureans but rather
were influenced by Epicurean thought, adding it to their basic theism and generally Christian worldview. They were “seed-pickers” of the kind noted in Acts 17:18
(“babbler,” NLT), pulling together various aspects of pagan and Christian realms
into a new syncretistic kind of religion.

Audience
If this letter was written by Simon Peter (as we have argued above), several factors
guide us in determining the audience. First, in 3:1, Peter calls this “my second letter
to you,” meaning it was sent to the same group addressed in 1 Peter (see the commentary on 3:1), namely, a group of churches in northern Asia Minor (modernday Turkey), the provinces of Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia. The
salutation of 1:1 did not designate the recipients, identifying them only as “you
who share the same precious faith we have.” Yet this cannot be a catholic or general
epistle, for Peter in this letter centers on a very specific group of false teachers. So
a specific Asia Minor setting with a strong Gentile presence (befitting the language
and style of the epistle) is the best solution.

Canonicity and Textual History
The external witnesses to 2 Peter’s canonicity are admittedly not as strong as most
other epistles. It is not mentioned in the Muratorian Canon, but then neither is
1 Peter, and the list seems to break off in the middle of the General Epistles. There
seem to be some allusions in works like the Epistles of Clement, Barnabas, Hippolytus, or the Shepherd of Hermas, but 2 Peter is nowhere named in them. Origen
and Eusebius both recognize the doubt regarding its authenticity, but Irenaeus uses
it, and Clement of Alexandria may even have written a commentary on 2 Peter. It
was accepted in the canon of Laodicea and by the councils of Hippo and Carthage
in the second century (see Schreiner 2003:260-264). In short, the evidence is somewhat sparse but still significant, and there was some recognition of the book from
the start.
The earliest manuscript to include 2 Peter is Papyrus Bodmer VII-VIII (P72),
dated about ad 300. The epistle is also found in Codex Vaticanus (c. 325), Codex
Sinaiticus (c. 350), Codex Alexandrinus (c. 400), and Codex Ephraemi Rescriptus
(c. 400). These and other manuscripts provide good evidence to the text of 2 Peter.
While there are some textual differences between the manuscripts, they are no more
numerous than in any other epistle and do not obviate our claim that 2 Peter has
good textual evidence behind it.
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agree with his own teaching in the letter, and as part of this emphasis he relates how
the “ignorant and unstable” (the false teachers and their followers) have distorted the
meaning of Paul’s comments “just as they do with other parts of Scripture,” implying
that Paul’s writings are equivalent to Holy Scripture. There are three stages of inspired
writings in 2 Peter—the prophets (1:20-21), the apostolic witness (3:2), and Paul’s
writings in particular (3:16). Certainly Peter is not describing a final collection of the
Pauline writings. “All of his letters” in 3:16 refers to those written to the churches Peter
was addressing. Still, this demonstrates a step in the canonical consciousness of the
early church that later led to the collection and recognition of the New Testament.

Outline
It is always difficult to determine a book’s exact structure, and in fact for every book
of the Bible there are nearly as many different outlines as there are commentaries.
The problem is that we are forcing Western-style outlines on Near Eastern works,
and they did not think the way we do. There are always several different possible
ways to structure a book, and transition passages can belong to what comes before
or what comes after. Watson (1988:141-142, followed by Davids 2006:144-145)
sees 2 Peter as Greek rhetoric and so sees the flow as: prescript (1:1-2), exordium
(prologue, 1:3-15), probatio (proof of the argument, 1:16–3:13), and peroratio (conclusion, 3:14-18). Bauckham (1983:134-135) thinks it a testamentary form and
sees 1:3-11 as Peter’s basic message, with a reply to four objections (1:16-19, 20-21;
2:3-10; 3:5-10) as the core of his epistle. Differences in outlines often occur at two
places: Do we place 1:12-15 (the testament of Peter) with 1:1-11 or 1:16-21? And
do we place 3:11-13 with 3:1-10 or with 3:14-18? These are transitional in nature
and can fit either way. My own outline is as follows and will be explained in the
ensuing commentary:

	I.	Salutation (1:1-2)
	II.	The Opening: A Life Worth Living (1:3-15)
	A. Proving the Reality of the Promises (1:3-11)
1.	The gift of God’s promises for living (1:3-4)
2.	The divine virtues that typify the godly life (1:5-9)
3.	The need to confirm your calling with godly living (1:10-11)
B. Peter’s Testament: A Call to Remember (1:12-15)
	III.	The Body of the Letter: Response to the False Teachers (1:16–3:10)
	A.	Supernatural Intervention and the Return of Christ (1:16-21)
1. Proof of supernatural intervention: the Transfiguration (1:16-18)
2. Proof of supernatural revelation: the place of prophecy (1:19-21)
B. Condemnation of the False Teachers (2:1-22)
1.	The rise and coming judgment of the false teachers (2:1-3)
2.	The condemnation of the ungodly and the rescue of the righteous
(2:4-10a)
3.	The arrogance and evil deeds of the false teachers (2:10b-16)
4.	Seduction and apostasy—the effects of the false teachers (2:17‑22)
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C.	Scoffers and the Day of the Lord (3:1-10)
1.	Answers for those who deny the return of the Lord (3:1-7)
2.	Reasons for the delay (3:8-10)
	IV.	The Challenge of the Letter: Living in Light of the Day of the Lord
(3:11-18a)
	A.	Encouragement to Godly Living (3:11-13)
B. Call to Lives of Purity (3:14-16)
C. Call to Be Vigilant (3:17-18a)
V. Closing Praise (3:18b)
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Commentary on

2 Peter

u	I.	Salutation (1:1-2)
1:1-2

This letter is from Simon* Peter, a slave
and apostle of Jesus Christ.
I am writing to you who share the same
precious faith we have. This faith was
given to you because of the justice and

fairness* of Jesus Christ, our God and
Savior.
2 May God give you more and more
grace and peace as you grow in your
knowledge of God and Jesus our Lord.

1:1a Greek Symeon. 1:1b Or to you in the righteousness.

NOTES

1:1 from Simon Peter. The text does not have the normal Simon [TG4613, ZG4981] but
Sumeon, a transliteration of the Aramaic, used elsewhere of Peter only in Acts 15:14, where
James utters it in a Palestinian setting (for the text-critical authenticity of “Simeon” over
“Simon,” see Comfort 2008:757-758). The use of it here stresses the Palestinian origins
of the author, but scholars are divided as to whether it favors the authenticity of this letter
from Simon Peter (Bigg, Mayor, G. Green), demonstrates the attempt by a pseudepigrapher
to look more authentic (Kelly), or was the name used for Simon in the Petrine circle that
penned the letter (Bauckham). I would agree with Schreiner (2003:284) who says, “The
terms ‘Peter’ and ‘apostle’ in this verse show that the letter claims to be from Peter himself.
I conclude that the Semitic Simeon [TG4826, ZG5208] comes from Peter himself, and further it
represents an authentic touch from the apostle Peter.”

the same precious faith we have. There are three options for this comparison: (1) They, the
Gentile community, have the same faith as the Jewish Christians (Mayor, Plumptre, Moo),
but there is no Jewish-Gentile tension in this epistle. (2) These Christians have the same
faith as the apostles (perhaps on the basis of 1:16-18, so Calvin, Reicke, Kelly, Bauckham),
and this is possible but probably too narrow. (3) The best solution is to see this as general—the readers share the same faith with all other believers and churches around the world
(Hillyer, Schreiner, G. Green).
because of the justice and fairness. Gr., en dikaiosune [TG1343, ZG1466], meaning “in righteousness” (so NLT mg); in Rom 1:17; 3:21 “the righteousness of God” refers to justification, the forensic act whereby God declares us to be right with him because Christ bore
our sins on the cross. So scholars are divided as to whether we translate this “justice” (NLT;
Mayor, Kelly, Bauckham, G. Green) on the basis of the ethical and moral use of this term in
2:5, 21; 3:13 (dikaios [TG1342, ZG1465] in 1:13; 2:7-8); or “righteousness” (NASB, TNIV, ESV;
Moo, Schreiner) on the basis of God’s grace and the gift of faith in this section. It is a difficult decision, but the idea of “justice and fairness” fits well on the basis of the free gift and
equal honor accorded the readers by God.
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CO M M ENT A RY

This letter begins in the normal Greco-Roman style, moving from the author to the
recipients to the greeting itself. The author combines his familial name, “Simeon”
(see note on 1:1) with the nickname “Peter,” given him by Jesus when they first met
(John 1:42, reaffirmed at the Caesarea Philippi confession in Matt 16:18). This was
a prophecy of the rocklike strength Simon would demonstrate as the first leader of
the church after Pentecost. “This would set the stage for his appeals to them to be
stable in their faith (1:10-12; 2:14; 3:16-17)” (Harvey and Towner 2009:25).
Peter called himself “a slave and apostle.” New Testament writers often labeled
themselves as “slaves” of God and of Christ (Rom 1:1; Gal 1:10; Phil 1:1; Titus
1:1; Jas 1:1; Jude 1), a term denoting not only servitude but the privilege of being
“God’s very own possession” (1 Pet 2:9). In the Old Testament the great leaders
were known as “slaves of God”: Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Exod 32:13; Deut 9:27);
Moses (Num 12:7; Deut 34:5), Samuel (1 Sam 3:9-10), David (2 Sam 7:8), and
Daniel (Dan 6:20). First Corinthians 7:23 says that Christ purchased our freedom
from slavery to sin so that we could become his slaves (cf. Rom 6:15-23). The Old
Testament heroes and New Testament apostles belonged to God; in that role they
acted on his behalf as official envoys of the one who sent them. Both ideas—ownership and authority—are intended here. The latter is highlighted with the added
“apostle” (apostolos [TG652, ZG693]) indicating one “sent” (apostello [TG649, ZG690]) as
God’s envoy to speak for him. Peter was commissioned by Christ to proclaim his
kingdom truths with authority (Mark 3:14-15) and to counter the false teachers
plaguing his readers.
The audience is not identified by location (the usual form in Paul’s letters and
1 Peter); however, 3:1 tells us they were the same group as in 1 Peter (see commentary on 3:1). Peter called them those “who share the same precious faith we have.”
“You who share” translates the Greek participle lachousin [TG2975, ZG3275], meaning
to “receive a portion,” sometimes by drawing lots (cf. John 19:24); here it means
that their faith is a gift from God, a divine blessing they have received. The gift is
“the same precious faith we have,” with “faith” perhaps being subjective for that
personal belief in God and Christ (so M. Green, Bauckham, Moo, Schreiner) but
more likely referring to the gospel or “body of faith” they all share (Kelly, Davids,
G. Green), for it is the gospel that binds all Christians together. This faith contains
equal “honor” or “precious” content. The term (isotimon [TG2472, ZG2700]) combines
two words, equal (isos [TG2470, ZG2698]) and honor (time [TG5092, ZG5507]) and conveys
both value (“precious”) and status (“honor”) here. These believers had honor and
privilege as the children of God.
The basis of this faith and the new status of the Christians is the “justice and fairness” (see note on 1:1) of Christ. He has justly made all believers to stand before
God in equal honor, and he has refused to show partiality toward any group or
individual. All are the recipients of his gracious love. Moreover, this just acceptance
of us has been extended not only by God the Father but by “Jesus Christ, our God
and Savior.” This is one of the New Testament passages that affirms the deity of
Christ (see also John 1:1, 18; 20:28; Rom 9:5; 2 Thess 1:2; Titus 2:13; Heb 1:8;
1 John 5:20, on which see Harris 1992), as seen in the single article (tou [TG3588,
ZG3836] theou hemon kai soteros [TG2316/4990, ZG2536/5400], very lit., “the God of us and
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Savior”) that binds together “God and Savior” as a single idea modifying Christ
(called Sharp’s rule; see Wallace 1996:270-290). While some believe the rule is not
at work here and so separate God and Jesus in the phrase (Mayor, Plumptre), this
is highly unlikely, and the majority agree that Jesus is seen here as the divine Savior.
In 2 Peter, Jesus is called “Savior” 5 times (1:1, 11; 2:20; 3:2, 18) of the 16 in
the New Testament, more often than anywhere else in the New Testament. Usually
combined with “Lord” in 2 Peter, “Savior” was a divine title in Judaism and the
Roman world (often used of the emperor); it refers to that “deliverance” from sin
and the realm of darkness that Christ achieved on the cross. Jesus is God incarnate,
who assumed human flesh, gave himself as the atoning sacrifice and died as the
substitute for our sins, and brought about our salvation and deliverance so that we
could be the people of God.
The salutation in 1:2 begins with the traditional New Testament combination
of the Greek charis [TG5485, ZG5921] (grace) and Jewish eirene [TG1515, ZG1645] (cf. Heb.,
shalom [TH7965, ZH8934], “peace”). In the epistles this is an eschatological promise
meaning, “The grace and peace you implicitly have longed for is now offered you
in Christ.” As in 1 Peter 1:2, the wish here is that God would “multiply” this or
“give you more and more of it” (possibly an allusion to Dan 4:37c in the Old Greek
version). God’s “grace” or “unmerited favor” (Acts 15:40; 2 Cor 8:1; Gal 2:9) and
God’s “peace” (Rom 5:1) sum up the offer of salvation in its fullness to the readers.
This salvation comes “in your knowledge of God and Jesus our Lord.” While some
think that the term “knowledge” (epignosis [TG1922, ZG2106]) appears here because of
the false teachers and stresses Christian knowledge rather than false knowledge (so
Kelly, M. Green), it is better to see this as referring to conversion (Bigg, Bauckham,
Schreiner, G. Green) and to the process by which we get to “know” (1:3, 8; 2:20,
where the term is equal to the use of gnosis in 1:5-6; 3:18) God and Christ personally. The emphasis is upon coming to know Jesus as “Lord,” used throughout the
Greco-Roman world as well as Judaism for deity.

u	II.	The Opening: A Life Worth Living (1:3-15)
A. Proving the Reality of the Promises (1:3-11)
1.	The gift of God’s promises for living (1:3-4)
3 By his divine power, God has given us every

thing we need for living a godly life. We have
received all of this by coming to know him,
the one who called us to himself by means
of his marvelous glory and excellence. 4And

1:3-4

because of his glory and excellence, he has
given us great and precious promises. These
are the promises that enable you to share his
divine nature and escape the world’s corruption caused by human desires.

NOTES

1:3 living a godly life. Scholars are divided as to whether the Gr. zoen kai eusebeian
[TG2222/2150, ZG2437/2354] is a hendiadys (“godly life,” so NLT, TNIV, Reicke, Davids,
Bauckham, Harvey and Towner) or whether the two should remain separate ideas, e.g.,
“life and godliness” (NASB, NRSV, ESV), “eternal life and godliness” (Schreiner), or “life
and duty” (G. Green). Since 2 Peter tends to use pairs of words with related meanings,
this is likely a hendiadys.
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by means of his marvelous glory and excellence. There are two possibilities in the manu-

scripts, which either have dia [TG1223, ZG1328] (P72 B 0209 M) or idia [TG2398, ZG2625] (a
A C P 33). The first is understood as “by means of his glory and excellence,” connoting the
glorious excellence of the Godhead as the means or instrument of our calling. The second
reading means “to his own glory and excellence,” meaning that we would grow spiritually
to share in these attributes. Both are viable and would make good sense here, but the first
is likely the best reading because God is seen as our benefactor/giver, who through his own
glorious excellence pours out his promises on us (1:4).
CO M M ENT A RY

Some scholars (see G. Green 2008:179-180) have argued that this section (1:3‑11)
follows a “decretal form,” a Hellenistic style of writing used often in imperial and
civic contexts in which the honorable and generous deeds of a benefactor are
extolled. While Green especially does a fine job of showing the viability of this
parallel, I must agree with Bauckham (1983:174), who says, “The most that might
be said is that the highly rhetorical style of 1:3-11 echoes some of the kind of
language used in official decrees.” Still, there is definitely an air of the more general
patron-client relationship that characterized the Greco-Roman world. We will see
that often in the verses that follow.
It was normal in letters of the first century to begin with a thanksgiving and
prayer for the recipients (Rom 1:8-15; Phil 1:3-11; Col 1:3-14) or a blessing (Eph
1:3-6; 1 Pet 1:3-5). When such is missing, it indicates a serious situation that
needs to be addressed. Gene Green (2008:170) shows how the author here prefaces
his primary themes: “He introduces God’s engagement with the readers in salvation (1:3-4) and underscores the necessity of moral growth (1:5-9) in anticipation
of entrance into God’s eternal kingdom (1:10-11),” all “in juxtaposition to the
immoral bent of the heretics who assailed the church as they denied the providential care of God as well as the final judgment.” These are the three divisions of
this first section: the wondrous promises of God that enable us to find spiritual
victory (1:3-4), the divine virtues that define the contours of that spiritual growth
(1:5-9), and the necessity of confirming our calling in light of God’s promised
eternal kingdom (1:10-11).
In Greek, 1:1-4 is a single sentence, with 1:3 introduced by hos [TG5613, ZG6055]
(seeing that), which shows that the “grace and peace” provided by God (1:2) is
anchored in his power for living (1:3). The central term in 1:3-4 (the main verb in
both verses) is doreomai [TG1433, ZG1563] (to bestow, grant, present a gift) and means
that all the benefits of the kingdom are given to God’s people as a free gift by
his grace. The source of these gifts is “his divine power.” The Greek word behind
“divine” appears elsewhere in the New Testament only in 1:4 and Acts 17:29, but is
frequently used in the Hellenistic world and is probably used here from the standpoint of Peter’s readers (see Davids, Bauckham, G. Green). The phrase is equivalent
to “the power of God” or “the power of Christ” elsewhere (Matt 10:28; Luke 4:14;
5:17; Rom 1:16, 20; 1 Cor 5:4; Heb 1:3; 1 Pet 1:5) and means that the power of
almighty God is at work on our behalf. There is some debate whether this refers to
God (Kelly, Davids, on the basis of its usual meaning) or Christ (Bigg, Bauckham,
Moo, since Jesus in 1:2 is the nearest antecedent of “his”), but in this context it is
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best to see it referring to both God and Christ (with Schreiner 2003:291). The power
of the Godhead is the source of strength for “living a godly life.”
In Greek, the phrase “everything we need” (lit., “everything necessary for”) is
first in the sentence for emphasis. Paul says the same in Philippians 4:19, “And this
same God who takes care of me will supply all your needs from his glorious riches,
which have been given to us in Christ Jesus.” There is no need—material, social,
spiritual—that God cannot supply. The goal of this is that we live “a godly life” (lit.,
“for life and godliness”). Here the two terms are meant to be drawn together (see
note on 1:3), with “life” intended ethically for the Christian life and “godliness”
referring to a life lived by God’s principles and will.
The means by which (dia [TG1223, ZG1328], “by, through”) we receive this power
for living godly lives is “coming to know” him, based on the same word (epignosis
[TG1922, ZG2106], “knowledge”) as in 1:2. This refers to the process initiated at conversion by which we grow in our knowledge of God and of Christ. It is God who
is sovereign over salvation, not us, for it is he who has “called us to himself,” an
emphasis stressed often in 1 Peter (1 Pet 1:15; 2:9, 21; 3:9; 5:10) and 2 Peter (1:3,
10). We do not come to know him by our own power, for salvation is a divine
action, and a faith decision takes place due to the convicting presence of the Spirit,
not by a human choice of the will (on this issue see Osborne 2003:280-281). We
do “choose” Christ, but that choice is made possible only by the Spirit. Therefore,
it is not a “work” (Eph 2:9-10) but a gift from God.
All of this is available only “by means of his marvelous glory and excellence,” a
further combination of terms in Hellenistic style. His “glory” (doxa [TG1391, ZG1518])
would be either his “honor” or praiseworthy status (Davids 2006:170) or his
“splendor, majesty” (Schreiner 2003:293). Most likely, both aspects are present.
As Bauckham (1983:179) states, this is related to the “divine power” in the beginning of the verse that bestowed on us everything necessary for our Christian life.
His “excellence” (arete [TG703, ZG746]) refers to his perfect moral virtue. We share his
“glory” (2 Cor 4:17; 2 Thess 2:14; 1 Pet 5:10), and we seek to exemplify his moral
“excellence” (1:5; Phil 4:8). Both in our calling to salvation and in the godly life that
follows, the “glory and excellence” of our God and Christ are evident and provide
the spiritual and moral paradigm for living the Christian life.
In the next verse (1:4) Peter recognizes that the “glory and excellence” of God and
Christ are the instrument or basis (lit., “through which”) of our receiving his promises. As God’s people feel the presence of Christ’s goodness, this becomes the means
by which they experience and receive his promises. As G. Green (2008:184) points
out, God appears as the benefactor who pours out his benefits or promises upon
a grateful people. The promises are “great” because they demonstrate the power of
God, and they are “precious” because they affect the believer so completely.
But what promises are they? We could go through the New Testament and catalogue the various promises—Christ (Acts 13:23), the Spirit (Acts 1:4; 2:39; Gal 3:14;
Eph 1:13), salvation (Acts 26:6; 2 Cor 6:18–7:1; Eph 3:6), the covenant promises
(Gal 3:16-18; 4:23, 28; Eph 2:12; Heb 8:6), inheritance (Rom 4:13-16; Gal 3:29;
Heb 6:12), eternal life (2 Tim 1:1; Heb 4:1; 9:15; 11:33, 39; 1 John 2:25), and the
Parousia (3:4; Heb 10:36-37). The “promises” here could be the past promises
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made and given by God, perhaps Christian conversion and baptism, the contents
of the gospel (Reicke). But in 2 Peter, with the heretics denying the reality of God’s
future eschatological promises, these certainly pertain primarily to the promises of
the Parousia of Christ (3:4, “What happened to the promise that Jesus is coming
again?”) and of the believer’s inheritance of those promises (see 1:11, 14, 19; 3:9,
11, 13). This unbelievably valuable and powerful promise is nothing less than our
share in the “new heavens and new earth.” We have been “promised a world filled
with God’s righteousness” (3:13).
Yet these promises also have present ramifications. Throughout the New Testament, beginning with the Olivet discourse (Matt 24:36–25:30), the future eschatological promises regarding the Parousia have always produced present warning, that
on that day of glory every believer will also give account of his or her life and be held
responsible for the ethical responsibility to live rightly before God (Rom 13:11-14;
1 Cor 15:58; 2 Cor 5:9-10; Phil 4:5-6; 1 Thess 5:6, 8, 10-11; 2 Thess 2:13‑15; Heb
10:35-39; Jas 5:7; 1 Pet 4:7). The point is that Christ will come back like a thief
(3:10; Matt 24:43-44; cf. 1 Thess 5:2; Rev 3:3; 16:15), and when he returns he will
hold his servants accountable for the quality of their Christian walk.
The present aspects or purposes of these future promises are twofold here. First,
they “enable you to share his divine nature”—with “sharing” being koinonoi [TG2844,
ZG3128], “partners” who participate in God’s nature. To partake of the “divine nature”
(theias . . . phuseos [TG2304/5449, ZG2521/5882]) speaks of theiosis or “deification,” a major
theological emphasis in Orthodox circles. For the Greeks it was that internal spark
of the divine defined as immortality and the ability to reason. The soul could live
above the material world and contemplate divine realities. Within Hellenistic Judaism (e.g., Philo, Josephus, Wisdom of Solomon) the individual was “divinized” via
the physical resurrection, when the person shares the divine immortality and incorruptibility (see Bauckham 1983:180). There is debate whether Peter here is speaking entirely of this future “sharing” at Christ’s return (Bauckham 1983:181-182) or
whether it also includes the ethical life of the believer in the present as becoming
more like God (so Davids, Schreiner, G. Green). In this context the present moral
character of the individual is almost certainly the primary thought, especially in
light of the second half of the admonition (see below). Thus, it refers to Christlikeness as in Ephesians 4:13, “measuring up to the full and complete standard of
Christ” or in Romans 8:29, “chose them to become like his Son.” Christians are
“partakers of the divine nature” (1:4, NASB) when they are holy as God is holy (Lev
11:44; 1 Pet 1:16) or are perfect (i.e., mature, whole) as he is perfect (Matt 5:48).
This takes place to the extent they are “filled with the Holy Spirit” (Eph 5:18),
which O’Brien (1999:392) says pictures the Spirit “mediating the fullness of God
and Christ to believers,” so that they are “transformed by the Spirit into the likeness
of God and Christ.”
The second purpose of God’s promises is that his people “escape the world’s
corruption caused by human desires.” The Greeks believed that this “corruption”
(phthora [TG5356, ZG5785], “dissolution, that headed for destruction,” see BDAG 1055)
is that which is in process of perishing; hence, it was entirely confined to the
material world. But Peter, following Jewish belief, relates it to internal sin or self-
centeredness. The “desire” here is the yetzer hara‘ or “impulse (tendency) to evil”
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(cf. Gen 6:5; 4Q417 Frg. 1 ii:12; Mishnah Berakhot 9:5) that was always present in a
human being. In 2:20 (speaking of the false teachers) Peter speaks of people who
“escape from the wickedness of the world by knowing our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ.” In Christ the strength comes to defeat these tendencies within. The “escape”
takes place step-by-step as we become more like Christ and progress in “the upward
calling of God in Christ Jesus” (Phil 3:14, my translation), completed only when
we have died and gone to be with the Lord.

u

2.	The divine virtues that typify the godly life (1:5-9)

5 In

view of all this, make every effort to
respond to God’s promises. Supplement
your faith with a generous provision of
moral excellence, and moral excellence
with knowledge, 6 and knowledge with
self-control, and self-control with patient
endurance, and patient endurance with
godliness, 7 and godliness with brotherly

1:5-9

affection, and brotherly affection with
love for everyone.
8 The more you grow like this, the more
productive and useful you will be in your
knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. 9 But
those who fail to develop in this way are
shortsighted or blind, forgetting that they
have been cleansed from their old sins.

NOTES

1:8 in your knowledge. Gr., eis ten . . . epignosin [TG1922, ZG2106]. There are two possible
interpretations of this: to see eis [TG1519, ZG1650] as reference or respect (“with respect to”
or “in the knowledge,” so Bigg, Kelly, Bauckham, Davids) or to see eis as denoting result
(“resulting in” or “leading to the knowledge,” so Mayor, Reicke, M. Green). The use of
“knowledge” thus far in this section (1:2-3) for personal knowledge of Christ makes the
former more likely. Knowing Christ is the basis and sphere within which Christian growth
will occur.

1:9 shortsighted or blind. Some scholars (Kelly, M. Green) see “blind” as deliberately
closing the eyes, thus willful blindness. Shortsighted people squint in order to see better
(Mayor, Bauckham), so the two words are used as near synonyms. The idea is that these
people see only what is in front of them and thus are blind to true reality; theirs is a “refusal to see the truth,” with spiritual and moral blindness resulting.
CO M M ENT A RY

The subject or active agent in 1:3-4 is God/Christ, and the active agent of 1:5-7 is
the believer. Therefore, the basis or foundation for the “godly life” is the salvation
effected by God (1:3-4), but that salvation must be put into practice by the “godly
living” of the Christian (1:5-7). This is not “righteousness by works,” but it does
agree with James 2:14-26 that true faith must lead to works if it is real. In 1:5-7 Peter
presents a “virtue list,” of which there are many examples in the New Testament
(2 Cor 6:6-8; Gal 5:22-23; Phil 4:8-9; Col 3:12-14; 1 Tim 3:2-7; 6:11; Titus 3:1-3; Jas
3:13, 17-18; 1 Pet 3:8-9). But the verses in 2 Peter 1 portray a very particular kind of
virtue list called sorites, a chain list that proceeds step-by-step to a climax, with each
one mentioned twice. The closest parallel is the “golden chain” of Romans 8:29‑30;
Davids (2006:177) also finds similar progressions in Romans 5:3-5; Galatians
5:22‑23; and James 1:3-4 (for Jewish parallels see Bauckham 1983:185‑189; Davids
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I n t r o d uc t i o n t o

Jude

Jude is certainly not one of the more recognized New Testament books. It is rarely
made the subject of sermon series or Bible studies, rarely studied in survey courses
of seminaries or Christian colleges, probably because, along with 2 Peter, it has a
basically negative cast (opposing a false movement in the church) and has a highly
apocalyptic orientation. People just do not warm up to works that center on final
judgment and going to battle against false teachers. In our postmodern world with
its emphasis on radical pluralism and tolerance and its soft approach to theological
issues, Jude’s harsh demand for truth and condemnation of those who reject that
truth strikes a difficult chord. Then there is the book’s use of apocryphal and
pseudepigraphical works like The Testament of Moses and 1 Enoch. Nevertheless, Jude
is indeed worthy of study as a first-century work placed in the Canon by God’s
providence. Jude has an important message for the church both in terms of the
importance of maintaining a purity of doctrine and of building up the church so
that it recognizes truth (as well as error) when it hears it.

Author
The author identifies himself as “Jude” and probably added “brother of James”
(v. 1) because Jude was such a common name in the first century. This personal
name was always used of a Jewish male and could be rendered by a plethora of
equivalents—Judas, Judah, Jude, and, in geographic use, Judea. The “James” named
here is certainly the brother of Jesus. It could not refer to James the brother of
John, because that James had been martyred earlier (Acts 12), and Judas (son of
James), one of the Twelve (Luke 6:16; Acts 1:13) was not a brother of that (otherwise unknown) James, ruling him out as a candidate here as well. Judas Barsabbas,
noted in Acts 15:22, 27, 32, does not fit well either, for there is little likelihood of
any such connection with James. The “James” named here was clearly a well-known
figure in the early church, and by far the best candidate is the James who was the
brother of Jesus (Mark 6:3; John 7:5; Gal 1:19) and a prominent elder in Jerusalem
(Acts 15:13-21; 21:18; “a pillar of the church” in Gal 2:9). Jude probably mentioned
James to anchor his authority for writing this letter (see commentary). But why
didn’t Jude mention he was a brother of Jesus himself? Probably because he had
already called himself “a slave of Jesus Christ” and wanted to center on his spiritual
relationship to Jesus rather than on his earthly connection to him (so Clement of
Alexandria Comments on the Epistle of Jude 1-4).
We do not know much about Jude or his life. In the two lists of Jesus’ family (Matt
13:55; Mark 6:3) “Judas” is listed as last and third (respectively) among the four
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brothers of Jesus (with James, Joseph, and Simon), with his “sisters” interspersed
among them. So Jude could have been four or more siblings removed from Jesus,
and Davids (2006:11) estimates he “could have been younger than twenty when Jesus
died.” Furthermore, Jude and his brothers were unbelievers during Jesus’ life (John
7:5; cf. Mark 3:21), and like James he may have been converted via a resurrection
appearance (1 Cor 15:7). Acts 1:14 tells us that Mary “and the brothers of Jesus” were
part of the 120 gathered together in the upper room between Jesus’ ascension and
Pentecost, so they were all believers by then. First Corinthians 9:5 tells us that Jesus’
brothers engaged in the same type of pioneer missionary work as Paul, and that likely
included Jude. On the basis of this epistle, Jude had become a major leader in the
church, for there is a distinct tone of authority in this letter. According to Eusebius
(History 3.19-20), his family continued to serve the Lord, for his grandsons were
arrested and forced to appear before Domitian to answer for their loyalty to Rome.
In modern times, Jude’s authorship has been doubted because the quality of
its Greek (cf. Kelly, Vögtle) is seen as too good for a Galilean Jew, but many have
noted the Greek-speaking ability of residents in Galilee (with its high percentage of
Gentiles). While there are some who assert that only the upper-class elite in Galilee
spoke Greek well, G. Green (2008:7-8) rightly notes that Jude’s itinerant ministry
in Gentile areas would not be possible unless he knew Greek fairly well. Moreover,
if Jude ministered regularly in the Greek-speaking world, he would have learned to
speak and write Greek with facility (so Bauckham 1983:15).
Some scholars think Jude to be pseudonymous because they understand verse 17
as referring to the apostolic age as past. But Jude was not saying the apostles wrote
in the distant past. If Jude was written in the 60s, the prophecies of Jesus and Paul
would clearly fit the apostolic witness alluded to. Another reason some regard Jude
as pseudonymous lies in the assumption, as in the case of 2 Peter (see the Introduction to that book), that the heretics addressed in this work were a type of Gnostic
thinkers who arose much later than the middle of the first century. However, there
is no evidence for this (see below regarding the heresy itself), and the heretics Jude
describes would easily fit the 60s. Overall, it is best to see this epistle as written by
Jude, the brother of Jesus and James.

Date
If Jude was the author (as I have argued), then the date of writing must be somewhere between ad 50 and 95. On the basis of the expression “the faith that God
has entrusted . . . to his holy people” in verse 3, many think Jude was writing at a
time after Christian doctrines had been codified; they argue that this is an example
of “early Catholicism,” marking Jude as a late epistle (see the discussion under
“Author” in the Introduction to 2 Peter). However, this line of reasoning is completely unnecessary; in the commentary I point out that Jude refers to the gospel
truths transmitted to the church, something that happened in the 50s (as in 1 Cor
11:2, 16; 15:1, 3; 2 Thess 2:15; 3:6), as well as the 90s.
More significant than the dating of Jude is the literary relationship between
2 Peter and Jude. If Jude used 2 Peter, then any date would be possible for Jude
after the mid-60s. But if Peter used Jude (as I argue in the Introduction to 2 Peter),
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then there is a terminus ad quem for Jude, since Peter died during the Neronian persecution in the mid-60s. On that basis I would date Jude in the late 50s or early 60s.

Occasion of Writing
There is a certain connection between the false teachers mentioned in Jude and
those opposed in 2 Peter, for Peter used much of Jude in his epistle. Jude originally
had intended to write about their common salvation (v. 3a) but was forced to
change the focus of his letter when he heard that dangerous teachers had “wormed
their way” into the good graces of these churches (vv. 3b-4). So Jude called the faithful to battle, to “defend the faith” (v. 3b) against these people. It is very difficult to
describe the movement itself, for Jude simply highlighted certain aspects he wished
to stress, but he expected his readers to be aware of the whole. All we get are the
snippets Jude has decided to point out as examples of the heinous nature of their
doctrine and practices. There is no attempt to summarize what they stood for, and
so all we can do is determine generalities about their teaching.
Still, it is not as though we have nothing to say. Davids (2006:20) lists the following characteristics:
1. impiety (“ungodly,” vv. 4, 15, 18)
2. arrogance, claiming a false authority (“denied . . . Jesus,” v. 4; “claim authority,” v. 8; “brag loudly about themselves,” v. 16) and even “scoff at super
natural beings” (v. 8)
3. immorality (“grace allows us to live immoral lives,” v. 4; “live immoral lives,”
v. 8; “ungodly desires,” vv. 16, 18; “follow their natural instincts,” v. 19)
4. greed (“deceive people for money,” v. 11; “care only for themselves,” v. 12;
“flatter others to get what they want,” v. 16)
5. rebellion (“defy authority,” v. 8; “scoff at supernatural beings,” v. 8, and at
“things they do not understand,” v. 10; likened to Korah’s rebellion, v. 11)
6. divisiveness (“grumblers and complainers,” v. 16; “insults . . . spoken against
him,” v. 15; “creating divisions among you,” v. 19)
While the emphasis is upon the actions of the false teachers, both doctrine and praxis
are involved, although we know more about the latter. The very first thing mentioned
is “the faith” (v. 3), which means the set of beliefs. The only direct reference to
doctrine in the epistle occurs in 1:4, clearly presenting the false teachers as arguing
that “God’s marvelous grace” freed Christians from all law and allowed them to
practice a libertine (and immoral) lifestyle (v. 4). From this and the practices Peter
mentions, most conclude that some form of antinomianism (lit., “against law”)
characterized the movement, in this case a view that their heightened spirituality
freed them from any ethical or moral restraints. Verse 4 also implies that these were
interlopers who had infiltrated the church from outside (“wormed their way into,”
v. 4), unlike the false teachers in 2 Peter, who developed from within the church.
It is very difficult to align these false teachers with any particular movement of
the first century. They were not Gnostics, for there is no evidence of secret teaching
or initiations, no view of God creating the aeons, no dualism between the natural
and spiritual realms. Still, there were some connections with the later Carpocratians
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Finally, Jude demonstrates the same kind of final eschatology found in 2 Peter.
Two aspects are emphasized. First, the final judgment is stressed throughout: The
fallen angels are imprisoned, “waiting for the great day of judgment” (v. 6), and
Sodom and Gomorrah were “destroyed by fire” to “serve as a warning of the eternal fire of God’s judgment” (v. 7). The final destruction of the false teachers in
verses 10-11, 13 is the antitype of these judgments, and when the adherents are
rescued, they are “snatch[ed] . . . from the flames of judgment” (v. 23). Second, this
judgment will take place in accordance with the second coming of the Lord with
his holy angels (vv. 14-15). At that return, which is awaited by the saints, God’s
“mercy” will bring “eternal life” (v. 21) and bring the faithful “into his glorious
presence” (v. 24).

Outline
A structural outline needs to find a balance between Bauckham’s and Watson’s
approaches (see “Literary Style” above). While recognizing the difficulties of any
attempt, I suggest the following outline:

	I.	Salutation (vv. 1-2)
	II. Purpose and Theme (vv. 3-4)
	III. Condemnation of the False Teachers (vv. 5-16)
	A. Biblical Examples of Their Condemnation (vv. 5-10)
1.	Three examples presented (vv. 5-7)
2.	Application to the false teachers (vv. 8-10)
B.	Further Biblical Examples of Their Depravity (vv. 11-13)
C.	An Illustration from Enoch’s Prophecy (vv. 14-16)
	IV. Closing Appeal to the Genuine Believers (vv. 17-23)
	A. Call to Remember Apostolic Prophecy (vv. 17-19)
B.	Exhortation to Remain Faithful (vv. 20-23)
V. Concluding Doxology (vv. 24-25)
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Commentary on

Jude

u	I.	Salutation (vv. 1-2)
This letter is from Jude, a slave of Jesus
Christ and a brother of James.
I am writing to all who have been
called by God the Father, who loves you

1-2

and keeps you safe in the care of Jesus
Christ.*
2 May God give you more and more
mercy, peace, and love.

1 Or keeps you for Jesus Christ.

NOTES

1 called by God the Father, who loves you and keeps you. In the NLT “God” modifies the
verb “called” and itself is the subject of the verbs “loves” and “keeps.” But in the Greek the
two latter verbs are connected grammatically with “the called,” and “God” better modifies
“loves,” producing better balance in the two phrases modifying “the called.” Therefore,
a better translation of this is, “to those who have been called, who are loved by God the
Father and kept for Christ Jesus.”

loves. The KJV and NKJV read “sanctified,” following another textual tradition (K P

048 056 M), but the best and oldest manuscripts (P72 a A B Y) contain the reading
followed here.
CO M M ENT A RY

Ancient letters began with the sender, the recipients, and a greeting. Most also
contained a thanksgiving and prayer, as in Paul’s epistles, and when the latter
two are missing (as in Galatians or the Pastorals), it usually indicates that the
occasion for writing was serious enough that it demanded the author get right
to the point. That is the case with Jude (and with 2 Peter). The problem with the
false teachers was so severe that Jude had to move right into the issues.
The author identifies himself as “Jude” (Ioudas [TG2455, ZG2683]), a very common
name in Jewish circles, as shown by the fact that two of the twelve disciples were
named “Judas/Jude.” In the Introduction I concluded that the likely identification of the sender is Jude, the brother of Jesus (Mark 6:3) and of James. It is
important to realize that Jude did not identify himself as Jesus’ brother but rather
as his “slave” (doulos [TG1401, ZG1528]). The latter was, for Jude, the more significant.
Jesus may have been Jude’s earthly brother, but he was more importantly Jude’s
cosmic Lord and Master (v. 4). It was Jude’s privilege to give his life in service
to his Lord.
At the same time “slave” (often translated “servant”) was a title of honor, with
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the great leaders of Israel called “slave/servant of God”: Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob
(Exod 32:13; Deut 9:27); Moses (Num 12:7; Deut 34:5); Samuel (1 Sam 3:9-10);
David (2 Sam 7:5, 8, 19); and Daniel (Dan 6:20). The writers of the New Testament epistles commonly labeled themselves and others “slaves of Christ” (Rom 1:1;
Gal 1:10; Phil 1:1; Col 4:12; Titus 1:1; Jas 1:1; 2 Pet 1:1). As a title of distinction it
meant they were part of God’s royal family and official envoys of the King of kings.
As G. Green (2008:45) says, “The higher the social status of the master, the more
weighty the power of the managerial slave. Since Jude is the slave-agent of Jesus
Christ . . . we should understand his self-designation as a claim to authority, divine
commission, and perhaps even inspiration.”
At the same time Jude identified himself as James’s brother. This was undoubtedly James the brother of Jesus (Mark 6:3) and elder/leader of the Jerusalem church
(Acts 12:17; 15:13-21; 21:18; Gal 2:9, 12). Neither of them were believers during
Jesus’ life (John 7:5), and Jude, like James (1 Cor 15:7), probably came to faith during the resurrection appearances. Other than that, we know almost nothing about
the life and ministry of Jude. While some take this as evidence of pseudonymity
(Kelly 1969:242), it most likely meant the opposite. Jude, possibly not well known
to his readers, demonstrates his authority by showing his blood relationship to one
of the “pillars” of the church (Gal 2:9; so Neyrey, Schreiner).
We do not know who the recipients of this letter were, for like 2 Peter, Jude
identified the readers not by location but by spiritual description. They are the
ones “who have been called by God the Father.” As stated in the note on verse 1,
it is better to see this simply addressed to “the called.” As Davids (2006:36) notes,
this title is found 10 times in the New Testament, especially in Romans (Rom 1:1,
6-7; 8:28) and 1 Corinthians (1 Cor 1:1-2, 24). The major thrust seems to be that
believers are “called” as the “holy people” of God (Rom 1:7; 8:28; 1 Cor 1:2),
the children of destiny who are the special people of God. The concept builds
on the Old Testament imagery of Israel as the “elect people of God” (especially
in the Servant Songs of Isa 42:6; 45:3-4; 49:1; 51:2; 54:6). It is somewhat common to read a theology of ordo salutis into this phrase (e.g., Schreiner, Moo) and
to see the call as bringing the elect into the kingdom, with the result that they
are irresistibly drawn to God by his powerful “love” and then “kept” secure in
his grace. While this is an aspect of Romans 8:28, I doubt that this is intended
in all cases, especially in introductory sections like those of Jude, Romans, and
1 Corinthians. The emphasis is likely on the church as the new Israel, the community of God. The initiative is God’s (who “calls” in Rom 9:11; 1 Thess 2:12;
1 Pet 1:15; 2 Pet 1:3), and those who respond become his people, called to be
faithful (Rev 17:14).
Two participles further clarify this idea of “being called.” Both are in the perfect
tense, emphasizing the ongoing state of love and protection involved in being
“the called.” First, they are “loved by God the Father” (v. 1). The actual preposition is en [TG1722, ZG1877], which could have a local force (“in God,” NRSV, NASB,
REB, ESV) or an instrumental force (“by God,” NIV, NLT). If local, God becomes
the sphere within which we experience love, and the love could be love in the
church (a horizontal thrust) or divine love (a vertical thrust). While possible, it
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may be better and clearer to see this as agency, where God is the source of the love
(so Kelly, M. Green, Moo, Schreiner).
The Old Testament often centers on God’s love as the basis of Israel’s election
(Deut 4:37; Ps 78:68; Isa 41:8-9; 44:2; Jer 31:3; Hos 11:1). The new Israel, the church,
reexperiences the calling and the love of God. God brings us to himself and calls us
to be his own on the basis of his absolute love, and everything we are and have is the
result of that unfathomable love. The emphasis on a “Father’s love” here leads into
the rest of the letter, for the readers are called “dear friends” (literally, “beloved”) in
verses 3, 17, 20, stressing the way a father would address his child as “my beloved”
and “the familial bond that exists between members of the Christian community”
(G. Green 2008:52) as a result of their sharing God’s love.
Second, the idea of being called is modified by “[kept] safe in the care of Jesus
Christ.” The verb signifies that the believer is “kept safe” or “secure,” with an
eschatological force connoting that we are preserved in our present salvation
for our future salvation (cf. John 17:11; 1 Thess 5:23; 1 Pet 1:4-5; Rev 3:20).
Here there are three options for translating the dative case that is applied to
“Jesus Christ”: kept “by” (thus parallel to the preposition en, “by,” so Bigg, Kelly,
M. Green, Schreiner); kept “for” (indicating Jesus’ return as the goal, NRSV, TNIV,
NJB, ESV, Bauckham, Moo, Davids, Harrington, G. Green), or kept “in” (Jesus
as the sphere within which we are protected, KJV, NKJV, NLT). Interestingly, few
scholars present the third as an option, but it makes a great deal of sense and
actually encapsulates the other two. All the security of the believer takes place “in
Christ.” He is the sphere, the means, and the goal of our spiritual safety because
we remain “in Christ.”
The greeting itself (v. 2) is somewhat unique with its threefold emphasis (with
“mercy, peace, and love” paralleling the threefold “called, loved, kept” in v. 1). Paul
and Peter normally have “grace and peace,” and in three epistles “mercy” is added
(1 Tim 1:2; 2 Tim 1:2; 2 John 3). Only here does “love” replace “grace.” “Mercy and
peace” was used as a Jewish greeting (e.g., 2 Baruch 78:2-3, which later mentions
“love”: “Mercy and peace be with you. I remember, my brothers, the love of him
who created me, who loved us from the beginning”). God’s “mercy” (eleos [TG1656,
ZG1799]) harks back to the Hebrew term for his “lovingkindness” (khesed [TH2617,
ZH2876]), a major covenant concept that centers on the “steadfast love” through
which God has chosen his chosen people. In the New Testament, it centers on the
grace shown through Jesus Christ.
“Peace” (eirene [TG1515, ZG1645]) harks back to the Hebrew shalom [TH7965, ZH8934]—
that tranquility, wholeness, and well-being of soul that results from experiencing
the mercy of God. “Love” is added to emphasize further the divine love already
noted in verse 1. These three terms introduce major themes throughout the book,
with “mercy” in verses 2, 21-22 and “love” in verses 1-2, 12, 21. “Peace” is found
only here, but in a sense the whole book concerns finding God’s peace in the
midst of the volume of lies propounded by the heretics. Jude asked that God
grant his readers “more and more” (lit., “May [they] be multiplied”)—namely,
that they experience increasing spiritual blessings as they progress in their Christian walk.
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u	II. Purpose and Theme (vv. 3-4)
3-4

3 Dear friends, I had been eagerly planning to

write to you about the salvation we all share.
But now I find that I must write about something else, urging you to defend the faith
that God has entrusted once for all time to
his holy people. 4I say this because some un-

godly people have wormed their way into
your churches, saying that God’s marvelous
grace allows us to live immoral lives. The
condemnation of such people was recorded
long ago, for they have denied our only
Master and Lord, Jesus Christ.

NOTES

3 I had been eagerly planning to write. There are various ways to understand this clause.
One is to see it as temporal (“while eagerly preparing to write,” NRSV, NKJV, NASB, Reicke,
Davids), which indicates Jude had intended this letter all along, namely, to write both
about their salvation and about the false teachers. Another option is to take it as concessive
(“although I was very eager to write,” NIV, NLT, ESV, Kelly, Bauckham, Schreiner), which
would mean that Jude had originally intended to write them a general letter but changed
his plans when he received word about the false teachers. This second option fits the context best, for a change of tone seems indicated in the rest of the verse.

the salvation we all share. Most commentators and translators (including NLT) interpret
this as “our common salvation,” but G. Green (2008:53-54) opts for “common security”
on the grounds that soteria [TG4991, ZG5401] can also mean “bodily health, well-being,” or
“safety” depending on context. While this could refer to the “salvation” or “deliverance”
God has achieved on behalf of his people, Green thinks that in the context of Jude the idea
of the “security” or “safety” of the people of God from their common enemy, the heretics,
was paramount. This would be viable if the clause was referring to the contents of this
letter. But since this refers to a letter that Jude had been intending to write but then had to
jettison, “common salvation” is the better alternative.
4 recorded long ago. There are four options for what Jude means here: (1) If Jude was using
2 Peter, it could be a reference to 2 Peter (so Bigg 1901:326) since palai [TG3819, ZG4093] can
mean “a short time ago” as well as in the distant past. But it is more likely that 2 Peter used
Jude (see the Introductions to both epistles in this work). (2) It could refer to the “heavenly books” kept by God, which record each person’s destiny (as in 2 Baruch 24:1; 1 Enoch
89:61-71; 98:7; so Clement of Alexandria; Kelly 1969:250). However, Jude does not demonstrate this kind of predestinarian thought. (3) It might refer to early Christian prophecies as
in Acts 20:29-30; 1 Tim 4:1-3; 2 Tim 3:1-13; 2 Pet 2:1 (so Zahn 1909:249-252). While possible, this is not as strong a view as the following one. (4) Jude here refers to OT prophets,
particularly those alluded to in vv. 5-8, 11, and probably including the Jewish writers noted
in vv. 9, 14-16. The fourth interpretation is favored by most scholars.

our only Master and Lord, Jesus Christ. Some scholars (e.g., M. Green 1987:175; Kelly
1969:252) think that despotes [TG1203, ZG1305] (master, sovereign lord) refers to God, since
elsewhere it usually is a title for God (Luke 2:29; Acts 4:24; Rev 6:10). In this case it would
read, “They deny our only Master, as well as the Lord Jesus Christ.” However, one article
governs both terms, and so this parallels 2 Pet 2:1, which is likely also an allusion to Christ.
CO M M ENT A RY

In first-century letters people would either open with a brief thanksgiving and
prayer, or if it was a serious issue, proceed to state the occasion of the letter and give
a précis of what the message would be. Jude does the latter in verses 3-4. Bauckham
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I n t r o d uc t i o n t o

Revelation

The fact that there have been so many interpretations of Revelation from every
conceivable perspective is a daunting reality for anyone bold or foolish enough to
consider yet another contribution. One wonders whether there is any possible way
to get a handle on what has already been done so as to avoid reinventing the hermeneutical wheel, and whether there can be anything new to add. It is possible to
divide most interpretations of Revelation into two very broad, general groups. One
group works from the presumption that the author was simply reporting a visionary
experience more or less exactly as it was experienced. The other group works from
the presumption that the author was simply employing the literary genre of apocalyptic to convey a message to an intended audience. There is great diversity both
within each group and among those who attempt to work within both groups as to
the “meaning” of Revelation. In many cases, “meaning” becomes dependent upon
the presumption one brings to the text.
If genre (apocalyptic) is the starting point, there is a strong tendency to presume
that there was no visionary experience, and John is simply utilizing the apocalyptic genre to promulgate his own particular agenda. Those who see Revelation as
belonging to this literary genre bring to the text a preunderstanding of that genre
that is often imposed upon the book as its meaning. If form (vision) is the starting point, there is a tendency to ignore the role of apocalyptic in Jewish literature
and to bring to the text a preunderstanding of visionary experiences in general
and the author’s vision in particular, which is often overlaid upon the material as
its meaning.
It may be that one aspect of narrative criticism can provide us an alternative starting point that will shed light upon Revelation rather than fuel the heat that exists
in much of its interpretation. One of the essential aspects of narrative criticism is
the understanding that a literary work operates within a narrative world. This world
consists of the perceptual framework(s), value system(s), and behavior pattern(s)
within which and/or against which a writer frames his or her work. A narrative
world can utilize a variety of genres to convey the writer’s purpose, and contains
whatever entities are needed for the writer to present his or her purpose. The narrative world of a literary work may be that of the writer (real or putative), or it may
be the narrative world of the reader (intended or imagined). Careful reading of a
text can help tease out the narrative worlds within which it operates. (For more on
narrative criticism, see Powell 1990.) The narrative world operates at a deeper level
than form (report of a vision) or genre (apocalyptic), and thus can help us move
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beyond the impasse that often results from starting with form or genre as the key to
interpretation, recognizing the place of each, for John utilizes the apocalyptic genre
as the vehicle for conveying a visionary experience.

John’s Narrative World: The Jewish Story
When we approach Revelation to uncover its narrative world, John, the author, gives
us some wonderful assistance. He provides us three introductions to his visionary
experience: an apocalyptic introduction (1:1-3), an epistolary introduction (1:4-8),
and a personal introduction (1:9). Since these introductions are distinct from the
“vision” itself, they can be mined for evidences of John’s narrative world without
getting into the strange world of the vision itself.
The first clue John gives us to his narrative world is the “title” of his work:
“A revelation from Jesus Christ” (1:1). “Christ” is the Greek for the Jewish term
“Messiah.” This suggests that John’s narrative world is at least cognizant of the
Jewish expectations of his time—a group of ideas and themes that I sometimes
refer to in the commentary as the Jewish story. The essence of these expectations is
epitomized in the disciples’ question to the risen Jesus: “Lord, has the time come
for you to free Israel and restore our kingdom?” (Acts 1:6). The Jews were eagerly
awaiting God’s intervention to free them from Rome’s domination and restore
their kingdom—that is, to make them an independent nation on their Promised
Land, free to be God’s covenant people without interference, and perhaps even to
make them rulers of the world with the Gentiles as their subjects. Some Jews, such
as the Zealots and Sicarii, actively sought (often by violent means) to force this
issue with Rome.
These expectations were variously framed by several common understandings.
First, Israel was still in exile, clearly manifested in the facts that their Promised
Land was under Gentile control (cf. Jer 30:3), they lacked a Davidic king (cf. Jer
33:7, 15, 17), and God’s presence had not returned to the Temple (cf. Isa 52:8;
Ezek 43:1-7; Mal 3:1). Second, the reason for continued exile was sin; before
God would restore the kingdom, the covenant community had to be cleansed of
sin (cf. Jer 31:34; Ezek 36:25; Zech 13:1; 2 Macc 7:32). Third, diverse messianic
expectations orbited around the hope for the restoration of the kingdom. A sense
of this informs John 1:20-21, where John the Baptist tells the authorities he is not
the Messiah (most likely the Davidic Messiah, the primary expectation [cf. 1 Kgs
8:25; Zech 12:8-10; 13:1]), nor Elijah, the forerunner to the Messiah (Mal 4:5),
nor the prophet Moses promised (Deut 18:15-18). Some expectations looked also
for the priestly Messiah of the order of Melchizedek (Ps 110:4), a concept seen in
the book of Hebrews. Fourth, the restoration would fulfill the prophetic promises
and consummate the old covenant (cf. Matt 5:17, esp. with the use of “fulfill” in
Matt 1:22; 2:15; 8:17; 12:17; 13:35; 21:4). Fifth, when God restored the kingdom,
the righteous dead, especially those martyred for their faithfulness, would be resurrected (Isa 26:19; Ezek 37; Dan 12:2; Luke 14:14; John 11:24; 2 Macc 7:9, 14,
23, 29). While there were many variations on these themes within first-century
Judaism (including some, like the Sadducees, who rejected most of these ideas),
this sketches the key points of Jewish expectations.
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The apocalyptic introduction (1:1-8) provides us a wealth of information about
John’s narrative world. It is the narrative world laced with Jewish expectations for
the Messiah and their promised kingdom; it is a story in which the creator/covenant
God is involved with his covenant people in the midst of history to fulfill his purposes. Within this macro-story, John indicates that his narrative world is a version
in which Jesus is the Messiah whom the Jews had been expecting.
John’s second introduction (1:4-8) helps us to flesh out more of the details of the
particular form of the Jewish expectations that shaped his narrative world. These are
found primarily in John’s descriptions of the Messiah (1:5-7) as follows:
1. Jesus the Messiah is the faithful martyr (1:5a). Especially in intertestamental
Judaism, the image of the faithful martyr (or witness) was widespread.1 Those
who suffered death at the hands of the enemies of God’s faithful people hastened
the day when God would avenge them and restore the kingdom to Israel. In the
Jewish story of John’s narrative world, Jesus the Messiah also joins the ranks of
these faithful martyrs.
2. Jesus is the firstborn from the dead (1:5b). In the intertestamental period, many
Jews believed that when God restored the kingdom to Israel, those who had
been faithful in their obedience to the covenant, especially the martyrs, would
be raised to life in the restored kingdom. The theme seems to have originated
in Daniel 12:2, which says, “Many of those whose bodies lie dead and buried
will rise up, some to everlasting life.” This is set in a context of deliverance out
of great anguish (Dan 12:1).2 There are textual echoes to Zechariah throughout
Revelation’s introduction, and here Zechariah 14:5 comes to mind. In that vision
of the restoration of Israel, all the “holy ones” are to come with God, an early
allusion to the resurrection of the pious to enjoy the restored kingdom. But rather
than the resurrection just being a future hope, John implies that the resurrection
of the righteous has already begun with Jesus as the first of the group. This also
implies that the restoration of the kingdom has also begun.
3. The Messiah is the ruler of the kings of the world (1:5c). One of the crucial aspects
of the expectation of the restoration of the kingdom to Israel was that God would
become the king of the whole world and that the Gentile nations would become
subservient to God and the restored Israel. The text echoes Zechariah 14:9: “And
the Lord will be king over all the earth. On that day there will be one Lord—his
name alone will be worshiped” (cf. Pss 10:16; 29:10; 47:2, 7-8; 93:1; 96:10; Isa
33:22; Jer 10:7, 10; Ezek 20:33; Zeph 3:15; Zech 9:9-10). John here confirms what
was implicit above—that the restoration has come and Jesus the Messiah is God’s
regent over the kingdom.
4. Jesus’ martyrdom had cleansed Israel from its sin (1:5d), a necessary step before the
kingdom could be restored to Israel.3 John’s fourth description of Jesus the Messiah
(lit., “he has freed us from sins through his blood,” 1:5d) gives a radical subversion
of the Jewish expectations. He claims that the martyrdom of the Messiah resulted
in the release of Israel from her sin. The textual echoes of Zechariah 13:1 are
unavoidable: “On that day a fountain will be opened for the dynasty of David
and for the people of Jerusalem, a fountain to cleanse them from all their sins and
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impurity,” especially when it appears in a context where the house of David and
people of Jerusalem will mourn for the one whom they have pierced (Zech 12:10).
5. Jesus the Messiah has established the kingdom and made its members priests (1:6).
The textual echoes from Exodus are unmistakable here. God’s purpose for the
consummation of the original Exodus was to make Israel a kingdom of priests
(Exod 19:6). The consummation of the exile Israel was in at John’s time would be
God’s restoration of the kingdom to Israel and the fulfillment of God’s original
purposes for his people. Through Jesus, the martyred Messiah, God has restored the
kingdom to Israel and formed them as the kingdom of priests originally planned.
There is, again, a textual echo from Zechariah here. The last aspect of Zechariah’s
vision is that the entire kingdom will be as holy as the Temple (Zech 14:20), at
least implying that the people are priests. This “restoration,” however, was not the
geopolitical restoration of Israel to the Promised Land, though that was a primary
aspect of Jewish expectation. It was the restoration of “Israel” as a new entity, a new
covenant community of God’s people that included not only Jews but also Gentiles
(cf. 7:1-8 for the Jews, and 7:9-10 for the Gentiles).
6. Jesus the Messiah will come with the clouds (1:7). This reference to Daniel 7:13
shows that John’s narrative world not only has a past and present, it also has a
future. Wright (1992:291-297) has convincingly argued for an understanding of
the “son of man” figure in Daniel as a representation of Israel vindicated after its
affliction at the hands of the Gentiles (the beasts of Dan 7:3-12; cf. Dan 7:17-18).
Here again, however, John appears to subvert the normal Jewish expectations. Jesus
is placed in the role of the vindicated Israel. John linked this image to his earlier
image of Jesus as the faithful martyr through the textual echoes of Zechariah 12:10:
“They will look on me whom they have pierced and mourn for him as for an only
son. They will grieve bitterly for him as for a firstborn son who has died.” Here
John introduces another variation from Jewish expectations. While Jesus has already
restored the kingdom to Israel, there will also be a future consummation.
The epistolary introduction, therefore, provides specificity and clarity regarding
John’s narrative world: It is still the world of Jewish messianic expectations, but now
changed in several ways. Jesus is a faithful martyr who has been raised from the
dead, signaling the restoration of the kingdom to Israel. Through his martyrdom,
Jesus has freed Israel from her sins and made her a kingdom of priests in fulfillment
of God’s original purposes for her. But the ultimate consummation of the kingdom
is yet to come.
Finally, John told his readers that he was a coparticipant with them in tribulation, the kingdom, and patient endurance (1:9). This indicates that John’s intended
readers were participants with him in his narrative world. Together they were
already coparticipants in the restored kingdom. But they were also coparticipants
in persecution, which calls for patient endurance. This provides another new twist
on broader Jewish expectations for the kingdom, which held the view that faithful
Jews who endured persecution at the hands of their enemies would ultimately be
vindicated and participate in the restored kingdom. Here, however, the faithful
already participate in the restored kingdom, yet they still must endure persecution,
apparently until the kingdom is consummated at some point in the future.
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Let’s summarize the information that John’s introductions provide us with
regarding the narrative world within which he is writing. We see that John’s narrative world is the world of Jewish expectations of the first century. But it is a highly
subverted form of these expectations. Jesus is the Messiah whose martyrdom has
cleansed Israel from her sins and whose rising from the dead inaugurated the
restored kingdom of priests over which he rules. This restored kingdom, however,
while a present reality for the faithful, is not yet consummated. For anyone whose
worldview was shaped by these Jewish expectations, the narrative world implicit
in John’s introductions would certainly entice them to read on and find out what
it was all about. From this starting point, we can see that although John uses the
apocalyptic genre to communicate the essence of his visionary experience, the narrative world he creates in his introduction subverts the typical expectations for the
genre of apocalyptic by its affirmation that in the Messiah Jesus the future restoration has already begun.

Author
On first blush, there is no problem with the authorship of Revelation because the
author identifies himself as “John” (1:1, 4, 9; 22:8). The issue is which John. The
Christian writers of the first couple of centuries all attest to John the apostle, the
author of the Gospel of John and letters of 1–3 John, as the author of Revelation.
One of those writers, Irenaeus, was a disciple of Polycarp, who, Irenaeus reports, was
a disciple of John the apostle. Irenaeus attributed Revelation to “John, the Lord’s
disciple” (Against Heresies 4.20.11). In addition, Justin Martyr wrote of “John, one
of the apostles of Christ, who prophesied by a revelation that was made to him”
(Dialogue with Trypho 81). These second-century church fathers are joined by the
third-century writers Tertullian (Against Marcion 3.24) and Hippolytus (On the Antichrist 36) in affirming the apostle John as the author of Revelation.
As early as the third century, however, questions about John’s authorship were
raised on the basis of the linguistic differences between Revelation and the Gospel
and letters of John. The Greek of Revelation, like the Greek of John’s Gospel, is fairly
simple. In Revelation, however, there are numerous grammatical anomalies that do
not appear in the Gospel. At most points these anomalies can be linked to aspects
of the author’s visionary experience. That is, the author was wrestling with some
aspect of the vision that did not communicate well in the normal, grammatical
use of Greek. Therefore, the author “bent” the language in an attempt to convey as
much of the reality of the vision as possible (see the note on 1:4 regarding John’s
misuse of grammar to emphasize a crucial aspect of the vision as an example of this
phenomenon). On this basis, there is no reason not to side with the early Christian
writers and accept John the apostle as the author.
In addition, there are a number of images and features in Revelation that find
their parallel primarily, and often only, in the Gospel of John in the New Testament: (1) reference to Jesus as the “Lamb” (5:6, and 27 other uses; cf. John 1:29,
36); (2) the image of Jesus as the “door” (4:1—see note in commentary; cf. John
10:7); (3) Jesus as the Word (19:13; cf. John 1:1, 14); (4) the cross as the judgment
of Satan (11:4-18; 19:11–20:3—see notes in commentary; cf. John 12:31-32; 16:11);
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There is also a strong emphasis upon God’s sovereignty in John’s vision. This is
especially seen in God’s relationship to the rebellious realm. God is always pictured
as sovereign over fallen Babylon, the beast and false prophet, Satan, and the whole
realm of evil. There is no metaphysical dualism here such as is found in the Gnostic
heresies of the second century. Satan and his realm are never an equal and opposite
power over against God. Neither is there any dualism between the created order
and the heavenly realm in John’s vision. God is not only the Creator (ch 4), but
creation is so closely bound to God as to be almost inseparable, yet without any
hint of pantheism, as can be seen in creation’s worship and praise of God (4:6-8).
Undoubtedly, the greatest theological issue in John’s vision is the subversion of
the Jewish narrative world discussed at the beginning of this introduction. Jesus
is the Messiah through whose death God has consummated the old covenant,
restored the kingdom, and included Gentiles in the new people of God. But this
consummation of the old covenant is an incomplete one that does not overcome
the enemies of God’s people. God’s people find themselves continuing through
history in the midst of a world still deeply stained by the rebellion, awaiting the
final consummation of the victory God achieved in the cross of Jesus. If anything,
John’s vision is a theologia crucis—a theology of the cross. As we have noted above,
the vision plumbs the depths of the cross, carrying its reality back to the very heart
of God’s being before the foundation of the world.

Outline
Outlining Revelation is difficult because there are so many overlapping themes, subthemes, harmonics, and echoes, that trying to reduce the “symphony” of Revelation
to an outline is somewhat akin to taking a picture of a juggler. While the snapshot
may provide an accurate portrayal of the juggler at the moment it was taken, it cannot capture the reality of juggling. A video or movie could better capture this, but
unfortunately, there are no literary equivalents to videos or movies that enable us
to capture the full dimensions of John’s vision. The best we can do is to chop up
the multifaceted interconnectedness of the text into a sequence of units wherein
each provides one picture of the juggler but not the reality of juggling. Before doing
that, however, it might help to have a “picture” of the vision that enables us to see
the whole in a more interconnected structure than the outline.
A wide-sweeping outline would be as follows:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Introduction (1:1-9)
Earthly vision (1:10-20)
Seven churches; Heavenly vision; Seven seals (2:1–3:22; 4:1–5:14; 6:1–8:5)
Seven trumpets; Heavenly vision; Seven bowls (8:6–11:18; 11:19–15:4;
15:5–16:21)
V. Harlot vision; Heavenly vision; Bride vision (17:1–19:10; 19:11–21:8;
21:9–22:9)
VI. Conclusion (22:10-21)

It can be seen here that the four groups of seven in the vision (points III and IV)
and the vision of the harlot and bride (point V) pair themselves around a core
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containing a heavenly vision introduced by the earthly vision of Jesus to John.
One of the interesting features here is that each of the heavenly visions begins with
something “open.” In 4:1, John sees “a door standing open in heaven.” In 11:19,
John sees “in heaven, the Temple of God was opened.” In 19:11, John sees “heaven
opened.” This suggests that the “revelation from Jesus Christ” (1:1), which begins
with John’s vision of Jesus on Patmos (1:10-20), moves to progressively deeper
or greater portrayals of what God has done, is doing, and will do in Jesus (door
open in heaven; Temple in heaven open; all of heaven open). On each side of this
“core” of heavenly visions are the groups of seven and the vision of the harlot and
bride, all of which relate in various ways to the realities of human life and history.
Although the passages are not broken down for comment according to the preceding outline, the overall structure it represents, along with features such as the core
visions, will be a point of reference in the commentary. (See also the diagram in
the commentary on 4:1-11.)
The following outline, which breaks the facets of this unified whole into smaller
pieces, is the one that this commentary follows:

	I.	Introduction (1:1-9)
	A.	Introduction to the Vision (1:1-8)
B. Personal Introduction (1:9)
	II.	Earthly Vision of the Son of Man (1:10-20)
	III.	The State of Affairs (2:1–8:5)
	A.	The Seven Churches (2:1–3:22)
1.	Ephesus (2:1-7)
2.	Smyrna (2:8-11)
3. Pergamum (2:12-17)
4.	Thyatira (2:18-29)
5.	Sardis (3:1-6)
6. Philadelphia (3:7-13)
7.	Laodicea (3:14-22)
B. God and the Lamb (4:1–5:14)
1. God the Creator (4:1-11)
2.	The redeemer Lamb (5:1-14)
C.	The Seven Seals (6:1–8:5)
1.	The four horsemen (6:1-8)
2.	Saints and sinners (6:9-17)
3.	Interlude: The composition of New Jerusalem (7:1-17)
4.	The power of prayer (8:1-5)
	IV.	The Problem and Its Solution (8:6–16:21)
	A.	The Seven Trumpets (8:6–11:18)
1.	Flawed creation (8:6-12)
2.	Fatally flawed creatures (8:13–9:21)
3.	Interlude: God’s radical solution (10:1–11:14)
4.	The song of victory (11:15-18)
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B.	What’s Really Going On (11:19–15:4)
1.	The real roots of the cross (11:19–12:6)
2.	The mother of all wars (12:7-17)
3.	The nature of fallen Babylon (12:18–13:18)
4.	The nature of New Jerusalem (14:1-5)
5.	Opportunity and outcome (14:6-13)
6.	Harvest (14:14–15:4)
C.	The Seven Bowls (15:5–16:21)
1. Judgment on the citizens of fallen Babylon (15:5–16:9)
2.	The results of the refusal of redemption (16:10-21)
V.	The Consequences (17:1–22:9)
	A. Babylon’s Present Fallenness and Future Demise (17:1–19:10)
1. Babylon’s fragile facade (17:1-18)
2.	Doom and gloom (18:1-24)
3. Praises for victory (19:1-10)
B.	The Lamb’s Present and Future Victory (19:11–21:8)
1.	The Lamb’s victory (19:11-21)
2.	The firstfruits of victory (20:1-10)
3.	The final fruits of victory (20:11–21:8)
C.	New Jerusalem’s Present Hope and Future Glory (21:9–22:9)
1.	The nature of New Jerusalem (21:9-21)
2.	The people of New Jerusalem (21:22–22:9)
VI. Conclusion (22:10-21)
Endnotes

1. Second Maccabees 7 documents well the ideal of the faithful martyrs. This chapter is
later picked up by the writer of 4 Maccabees and expanded in a more Hellenistic mode,
downplaying the idea of resurrection, but retaining the efficacy of faithful martyrdom.
Josephus also attests to the theme in War (3.374), where the faithful martyrs have a
special place in heaven from which they will return to enjoy the restored kingdom.
Wright summarizes it well: “We are here in touch with a tradition that was reasonably
widespread and well known in the period of the second Temple. According to this
tradition, the suffering and perhaps the death of certain Jews could function within
YHWH’s plan to redeem his people from pagan oppression: to win for them, in other
words, rescue from wrath, forgiveness of sins, and covenant renewal” (1996:583).
2. Josephus articulates the theme in the first century: “Each individual is firmly persuaded
that to those who observe the laws and, if they must needs die for them, willingly meet
death, God has granted a renewed existence and in the revolution of the ages the gift of
a better life” (Against Apion 2.218).
3. Wright said, “Throughout both major and minor prophets there runs the twin theme:
Israel’s exile is the result of her own sin, idolatry and apostasy, and the problem will be
solved by YHWH’s dealing with the sin and thus restoring his people to their inheritance” (1992:273).
4. The explicit uses of seven are the seven churches, the seven seals, the seven trumpets,
the seven bowls, as well as the seven spirits of God (1:4), seven lampstands (1:12), and
seven stars (1:16). The implicit use consists of the seven blessings (1:3; 14:13; 16:15;
19:9; 20:6; 22:7, 14).
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Commentary on

Revelation
u	I.	Introduction (1:1-9)
A.	Introduction to the Vision (1:1-8)
1:1-8

This is a revelation from* Jesus Christ,
which God gave him to show his servants
the events that must soon* take place. He
sent an angel to present this revelation to
his servant John, 2 who faithfully reported
everything he saw. This is his report of the
word of God and the testimony of Jesus
Christ.
3 God blesses the one who reads the
words of this prophecy to the church, and
he blesses all who listen to its message
and obey what it says, for the time is near.
4 This letter is from John to the seven
churches in the province of Asia.*
Grace and peace to you from the one
who is, who always was, and who is still to
come; from the sevenfold Spirit* before
his throne; 5 and from Jesus Christ. He is
the faithful witness to these things, the

first to rise from the dead, and the ruler
of all the kings of the world.
All glory to him who loves us and has
freed us from our sins by shedding his
blood for us. 6 He has made us a Kingdom
of priests for God his Father. All glory and
power to him forever and ever! Amen.
7 Look!

He comes with the clouds
of heaven.
And everyone will see him—
even those who pierced him.
And all the nations of the world
will mourn for him.
Yes! Amen!

8 “I am the Alpha and the Ome
ga—the
beginning and the end,”* says the Lord God.
“I am the one who is, who always was, and
who is still to come—the Almighty One.”

1:1a Or of.  1:1b Or suddenly, or quickly.  1:4a Asia was a Roman province in what is now western Turkey.
1:4b Greek the seven spirits.  1:8 Greek I am the Alpha and the O
 mega, referring to the first and last letters
of the Greek alphabet.

Notes

1:1 a revelation from. The NLT translation “from,” while legitimate from a s yntactical
perspective, limits the understanding of the phrase to appear as though Jesus gives a
revelation to John when, as the rest of the vision discloses, the vision is also a revelation
of (about) Jesus, i.e., what God has done, is doing, and will do in and through Jesus. The
Greek genitive case has within its range of uses two basic ones, the subjective genitive
(Jesus himself as the revelation) and the objective genitive (the revelation as an object
that Jesus possesses [and passes on]). Since this is a revelation “which God gave him,” it
would seem that either the subjective or possessive genitive could be operative here. In
typical Jewish fashion, John most likely plays upon both dimensions—i.e., the revelation
that Jesus “possesses” is the very nature of his being and is the image of God that Jesus
then reveals to John.
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Jesus Christ. The Greek term translated “Christ” (christos [TG5547, ZG5986]) means “Messiah”
(mashiakh [TH4899, ZH5431]; cf. messias [TG3323, ZG3549]) in the Jewish context (see Introduction). John seems to be operating within the narrative world of the Jewish story with its
various messianic expectations of there being one person, anointed by God, who would
advance or fulfill God’s purposes.
which God gave him. The revelation is not only an object that Jesus then passes on; it is
Jesus himself as the manifestation of God’s purposes.

his servants. The Jewish people are frequently described as God’s servants in the OT (Lev
25:42, 55; Deut 32:36; Ezra 5:11; Neh 1:6, 10; Ps 34:22; Isa 54:17). While believers in the
NT are also called God’s “servants,” there was no NT book through which John could contextualize this phrase for his readers, since the NT books were not likely widely known at
this time period and the NT doesn’t fully use the phrase in the same way as the OT.
the events that must soon take place. This would be better translated, “the things necessary
to be in God’s timing.”

an angel. This angel is probably Jesus (see 1:13). Several of the other angels in the
book may also be Jesus (7:2; 10:1; 18:1, 21; 20:1).1 Beale (1999:183) comments: “This
scheme of communication probably explains why in some sayings later in the book it is difficult to discern whether the speaker is God, Christ, or an angel, since the message actually
derives from all three (note likewise that in the OT, the angel of the Lord and God h
 imself
are sometimes indistinguishable [e.g., Gen. 18:1-33; 22:12-18; Judg. 6:11-18; 13:1-24]).”

1:2 the word of God and the testimony of Jesus Christ. Elsewhere in his vision, John
describes the faithful followers of Jesus as those who have the testimony of Jesus (12:11,
17; 19:10). This is a designator for the citizens of God’s new order. John later identifies this
new order as God’s kingdom (1:6) and as the New Jerusalem (3:12; 21:2).
1:3 God blesses the one who reads the words of this prophecy to the church. In the early
church, one person read the Scriptures to the congregation. He was the lector, here referred
to lit., as “the messenger of the church” (see note on 2:1).
1:4 This letter is from John. After the apocalyptic introduction (1:1-3), the author
introduces himself as “John” in a typical Hellenistic letter introduction.2 The typical Hellenistic letter introduction began with the identification of the writer, then indicated the
recipient(s), and concluded with an expression of blessing or goodwill.
the seven churches. In the pool of images John employs, the number seven is a symbol for
totality, completeness (Rengstorf 1964). Since there were, in the Roman province of Asia,
more than the seven churches, it seems likely that the seven churches represent the entire
church throughout the province, if not the Roman world.

from the one who is, who always was, and who is still to come. The Greek preposition
apo [TG575, ZG608] takes the genitive case when used in a sentence like this one, but John
uses the nominative case here. It is a glaring grammatical error that calls attention to itself.
While there are numerous attempts to resolve the anomaly (cf. Beale 1999:188-189; Caird
1966:16; Mounce 1977:68), none take into account the repetition of the phrase in both
correct (1:8; 4:8) and incorrect (1:4) grammatical forms. In 11:17 and 16:5, however,
it is only “who is and who always was.” This suggests a crucial shift at 11:17. It is there
(11:3‑13), as we shall see, that John sees the old covenant consummated in the cross of
Jesus. Prior to that event, God always was, is, and was still to come in the promised Messiah
who would consummate the covenant and fulfill the promise to restore the kingdom to
Israel. The strange grammar John used in 1:4 functions to indicate to the hearers that they
should pay attention to this phrase throughout the message.
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sevenfold Spirit. This expression represents, through the image of “seven,” the fullness of
the Spirit of God. In Isa 11:2, LXX, seven attributes of the Spirit are given.

before his throne. In this book, there are a number of things before God’s throne: seven
torches of fire (representing the fullness of the Spirit of God; 4:5); the sea like glass, which
represents the rebellious order (see the discussion of the image of the sea at 4:6), the great
numberless multitude of the redeemed (7:9, 15); the golden altar of incense (8:3; 9:13);
and the dead of the rebellious order (20:12).

1:5 ruler of all the kings of the world. In one version of the Jewish expectation of the
restoration, the “rulers of the world” would be overthrown, and Israel’s king would rule
over all.3
has freed us from our sins. This statement touches upon another aspect of the expectation
of the restoration. Before God could restore Israel, she would have to be cleansed from her
sins.4 Some mss (P 046 MK) read lousanti [TG3068, ZG3374] (having washed) instead of lusanti
[TG3089, ZG3395] (having freed), found in superior mss (P18 a A C). “Washed” appears to be
scribal assimilation to 7:14 where the redeemed are those who have “washed their robes in
the blood of the Lamb.”

1:6 All glory and power to him forever and ever! This is an exclamation of God’s absolute
sovereignty.

glory. This word (doxa [TG1391, ZG1518]) denotes the very essence of God’s nature, which
endures forever. The term doxa signified those aspects of a person or thing that identify
their nature. This can be seen in a Pauline parallelism: “We all, beholding the glory of the
Lord, are being changed into his likeness” (author’s translation of 2 Cor 3:18). The “glory”
is the “likeness.”

1:7 Look! He comes with the clouds. This is an expectation that was given by Jesus
(Matt 24:30; 26:64; and parallels), was an early expectation of the church (Acts 1:9-11),
and was affirmed by Paul (1 Thess 4:17). The image originated in the OT with Isa 19:1
and Dan 7:13. John saw this in his vision in 14:14-16.

everyone will see him—even those who pierced him. And all the nations of the world will
mourn for him. This is a variation on Zech 12:10 where, in the context of the restoration
of the kingdom to Israel, all the tribes of Judah will mourn when they look on him whom
they have pierced.
1:8 Alpha and the Omega. God is the origin (alpha [TG1A, ZG270]—the first letter of the
Greek alphabet) and consummation (omega [TG5598, ZG6042]—the last letter of the Greek
alphabet) of all things (cf. Isa 44:6). Jesus applies this title to himself in 22:13, one of
several instances where Jesus is described or portrayed in a position previously reserved for
God alone.

who is, who always was, and who is still to come. See note on 1:4.
the Almighty One. This is a title of God used seven times in the vision (1:8; 4:8; 11:17;
15:3; 16:7; 19:6; 21:22—the only other NT use is in 2 Cor 6:18). In light of what John will
see as the seemingly invincible power of fallen Babylon, this title sets the proper perspective from the beginning.
C o mm e n t a r y

The book begins with the words, “This is a revelation from Jesus Christ.” God gave
Jesus an apocalyptic unveiling, which Jesus then passed on to John through an
angel. The revelation came from Jesus and in many ways is a revelation about Jesus
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himself. As the revelation is unfolded in the coming chapters, the readers will see
more and more of Jesus himself, his actions, and his words (see note on 1:1).
The opening verse says that this revelation pertains to “events that must soon
take place.” No matter how John’s readers would have read this, nearly 2,000 years
of Christian history reveal that “soon” must be understood in other than purely
temporal terms. Behind the word “soon” is the unusual Greek phrase en tachei
[TG1722/5034, ZG1877/5443]. The root of tachei is tach, meaning “to set in order.” Thus,
the phrase could be translated, “the things that must come to be in their proper
order.” Revelation 1:3 says, “the time is near.” Again, nearly 2,000 years of Christian history give us perspective on this. The Greek term here kairos [TG2540, ZG2789]
indicates a special or significant time, as opposed to chronos [TG5550, ZG5989], which
is simply the passage of minutes, hours, days, etc. John may be reflecting the same
perspective as Jesus’ message: “The kairos has come at last! . . . The Kingdom of God
is near” (Mark 1:15).
John received the revelation and “reported everything he saw.” This means that
the book is a record of his visionary experience (see Introduction). John then tells
us that he testified to “the word of God and the testimony of Jesus Christ” (1:2).
To do so meant that he had his inner being fully aligned with God’s purposes and
that he had a radical commitment to serve Jesus Christ. To have the witness of Jesus5
is to live like Jesus in the world, so profoundly abandoned to God that we may
become, like Jesus, faithful martyrs who manifest God’s victory through suffering
(see note on 1:9).
In 1:3, John proclaims that God “blesses all who listen to [the vision’s] message
and obey what it says.” The content of the vision is not merely to be known; it is to
be lived and obeyed. In the Jewish tradition, there is an inescapable link between
hearing and obeying. There is no such thing as “hearing” without obeying. If hearing does not lead to obedience, there has been no hearing. The link between hearing
and obeying is exemplified in Isaiah 42:20 (where God’s wayward people have ears
but do not hear), Isaiah 48:8 (where rebels from birth are characterized as having
ears that have never been opened), Isaiah 50:5 (where God’s faithful servant is the
one who has listened and not rebelled or turned away), and Jeremiah 5:21 (where
God’s rebellious people are described as having ears but not hearing). In every
instance obedience or rebellion is linked to hearing. Thus, the blessing is for those
who listen—that is, who obey. This is the first of seven blessings in the book (see
14:13; 16:15; 19:9; 20:6; 22:7, 14 for the other six).
John then provides an introduction containing blessings from the triune God:
“the one who is, who always was, and who is still to come” (the Father), “the sevenfold Spirit,” and “Jesus Christ” (1:4-5). In 4:5 the image of the sevenfold Spirit
before the throne of God is repeated, and in 5:6 the Lamb has the sevenfold Spirit
sent out into all the earth. In 22:1, the river of the water of life, another image for
the Spirit, flows from the throne of God and the Lamb.
John then describes Jesus as “the faithful witness” (1:5). This is the first designation of Jesus the Messiah as the “martyr” (martus [TG3144, ZG3459]); it provides a significant focus in a vision where martyrdom at the hands of fallen Babylon is always
possible (2:13; 6:9; 12:11; 13:7; 17:6; 18:24; 20:4). For John’s Jewish-Christian
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audience, faithful martyrs were those who, by their death for the faith, advanced the
restoration of the kingdom and the fulfillment of God’s promises to his people.6 As
a companion piece to “martyr,” John says that Jesus was “the first to rise from the
dead.” Jewish expectations were that when God restored the kingdom to Israel and
fulfilled his promises to his people, the righteous dead would be raised to life and
participate in the restored kingdom.7 John was indicating that in Jesus the restoration had begun.
Following this, John offers praise to Jesus Christ for freeing his people from their
sins and making them a “Kingdom of priests” (1:6). The image of the redeemed
ones being a kingdom of priests is found throughout the vision. It is specific in
5:10 and 20:6 and inferred in the linen garments of 19:8, 14 (linen was the material for the garments of the priests; see Lev 6:10), together with the mention of the
redeemed as “firstfruits” in 14:4 (see NLT mg). The Levitical priesthood was the
surrogate for the firstborn of Israel; thus, they were the “firstfruits” offered to God
(see Exod 13:2; 22:29; Num 3:12). They are also pictured as serving God day and
night in the Temple (7:15).
For John’s Jewish-Christian audience, well-acquainted with the Jewish expectations of the restoration of the kingdom, the epistolary introduction is a profoundly
radical statement. John indicates that in Jesus the Messiah God has fulfilled his
promise to his people through the prophets to restore the kingdom to Israel. The
focal element is that the death of the Messiah has cleansed Israel from her sin and
made her God’s kingdom and priests in fulfillment of the purpose of the covenant
(Exod 19:6). The authentication of this reality is the resurrection of Jesus, the faithful martyr—this is the unmistakable sign that the restoration has begun. As we shall
see, God’s restoration of the kingdom extends far beyond Israel’s limitation of it to
Jews only. Gentiles have also been incorporated into God’s kingdom as priests (see
notes on 5:9-10; 7:9; 14:1-5).
The full implications of John’s apocalyptic introduction cannot be fully grasped
until the larger reality of his vision begins to become clear (see the Introduction for
a brief overview). For his audience, however, both Jewish Christians and Gentiles
instructed in the Jewish-Christian tradition, John indicates that Jesus is the Messiah
in whom God has revealed the fulfillment of his purposes for his chosen people.
John also indicates that God’s fulfillment, begun in Jesus, is continuing to be played
out according to God’s purposes. Those who participate fully in what God is doing
(“listen . . . and obey,” 1:3) will experience the blessings of being God’s people in
his fulfilled purposes.
For us today, the apocalyptic introduction is almost incomprehensible outside of
the full sweep of John’s vision. The larger vision reveals that God fulfilled the purposes he set forth in his covenant to Abraham (Gen 12:2-3). There God promised
that all the nations of the earth would be blessed through Abraham’s descendants.
We will see that the people of God are those redeemed from every tribe, nation,
language, and people (5:9; 7:9).
God has also fulfilled the purposes he set forth in his covenant with Moses—
that his people would be a kingdom of priests (Exod 19:6). This expectation was
quite alive in the intertestamental period, as evidenced in the second-century bc
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book Jubilees, which says that God’s people “should become a kingdom and priests
and a holy nation” (Jubilees 16:18). This is the previously unfulfilled purpose of
the old covenant, which is now fulfilled in what God did in the Messiah. The
kingdom is also the fulfillment of God’s promise to restore the kingdom to Israel.
This is a “preview” of what John will see in chapter 11, where the old covenant is
consummated in the death, resurrection, and ascension of the Messiah. We will
shortly see that in his death and resurrection, the Messiah has made us a kingdom
of priests (1:6). And Gentiles have also been brought into God’s covenant people
and been made a kingdom of priests (see 1 Pet 2:9-10). As believers, we are called
to live lives in the world as members of God’s kingdom and as priests of God in
such radical obedience to God that we may become witnesses of Jesus.
To live as members of God’s kingdom is to incarnate the values, perspectives,
and relationships of God’s kingdom in our daily living. To be priests of God is
to be agents of God’s redeeming, healing, liberating, and transforming grace to
a broken and hurting world. When we hear this call through John’s vision and
live it out obediently in our lives, we experience God’s blessing of wholeness.
We are also called to live as faithful citizens of God’s new kingdom, looking
expectantly for its ultimate consummation in the return of Jesus, which John
first notes in 1:7.
The final consummation of God’s purposes will be completed in the second
coming of Jesus. John’s Jewish-Christian audience, as well as the Gentile believers,
would be puzzled at this two-stage presentation of what they had conceived of as
one event. Up to 1:7 everything has pointed to the fact that in Jesus the Messiah
God has restored the kingdom to Israel and fulfilled his promises to his people.
When that was done, there would be nothing more for God to do. John suggests
that while God had indeed fulfilled his promise of restoration and made them a
kingdom of priests, there was yet a further consummation to come. In a very real
sense, John’s vision reveals God’s unexpected way of fulfilling the promises and
the ongoing reality of life “between” God’s victory and its final consummation.
John concludes his epistolary introduction by citing Isaiah 44:6, “I am the First
and the Last,” which is found in a section of Isaiah that tells of the restoration of
the kingdom (Isa 44:1-5) after the desolation of exile (Isa 43:28). John nuances
this citation by repeating the affirmation with which he began his introduction,
“who is, who always was, and who is still to come” (1:4). Thus John frames his
radical affirmation that in Jesus God has restored the kingdom as a priestly kingdom of believers in the context of Jewish expectations.
Endnotes

1.	In 7:2, the angel comes literally “from the rising of the sun,” a messianic image and
a “harbinger of grace,” as Beale has noted (1999:408). This angel has the “seal of the
living God,” reminiscent of the role of the Holy Spirit elsewhere in the NT (2 Cor 1:22;
Eph 1:13; 4:30; cf. Beale 1999:415). In John’s Gospel the gift of the Holy Spirit is the
consequence of Jesus’ glorification (John 7:39; 16:7). Thus, there is at least the possibility that John understood this angel to be Jesus. In 10:1-3, the angel has numerous
likenesses to Jesus: He is wrapped in a cloud (cf. 1:7), has a face like the sun (cf. 1:16),
legs like pillars of fire (cf. 1:15), a great voice (cf. 1:10), and a voice like a lion roaring
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(cf. 5:5). As Beale notes, the angel in 10:1-3 “is either the divine Christ himself or the
divine angel of Yahweh” (1999:522-523). In 18:1, the angel has brightness as does
Jesus in 1:14-16, and “great authority” would certainly apply to Jesus. With respect to
the angel in 18:1, Beale states, “That the angel is Christ is confirmed by the fact that
every ascription of ‘glory’ to a heavenly figure in the Apocalypse refers to either God
or Christ” (1999:892). In 20:1, the angel has the key to the bottomless pit (cf. 1:18)
and the power and authority to bind Satan (cf. John 12:31), which are attributes most
suitable to Jesus. Beale notes that “‘the key of the abyss’ is probably the same as ‘the
key of death and of Hades,’ which Christ holds in ch. 1” (1999:984).
2.	While the nature of Revelation differs from the Gospel and letters of John, the content and perspective seem to be those of the writer of the Gospel and three epistles.
See “Author” in the Introduction. These connections will be noted throughout the
commentary.
3.	One antecedent appears in Ezek 20:33ff and in Ps 47. See Josephus Antiquities 18.23,
which says that one sect of the Jews believed they should have no king but God. In
Psalms of Solomon 17:21-32, it is said that God will raise up for the Jews a king, the
son of David, who would drive the Gentiles out of Jerusalem and gather a righteous
people whose king would be the Messiah.
4.	The linking of cleansing of sin with restoration appears in Isa 40:1-2; Ezek 36:24-28.
In 4 Maccabees the martyrdom of the faithful is portrayed as purification for the sins
of the whole people (4 Macc 6:27-29).
5. “Witness” is a better translation of marturia [TG3141, ZG3456] than is “testimony.” Testimony suggests a verbal affirmation, while witness implies a quality of life. It is the
latter that is focal in John’s vision.
6.	According to 2 Macc 7, seven brothers and their mother suffered for the sins of
the Jewish people (2 Macc 7:18, 32, 38), which would hasten the day when God
acts against their enemies (2 Macc 7:17, 19, 31, 34-36) and restores them to life
(2 Macc 7:9, 14, 23, 29). Clearly, here, martyrdom is linked to faithfulness to God,
suffering for the sins of the people, hastening the restoration of the kingdom, and
resurrection in the restored kingdom. The witnesses to the restoration being an
“eternal kingdom” are manifold in the OT: Ps 145:13; Isa 25:6-9 (“He will swallow up death forever!” Isa 25:8); 35:10; 45:17 (“eternal salvation”); 60:15, 19-21;
Ezek 37:22-28; Dan 7:14, 18, 27; 12:2 (the resurrection is to “everlasting life”).
The perception is carried forward in the intertestamental period: 1 Enoch 58:1-3;
Testament of Reuben 6:12.
7. 1QpHab (Pesher Habakkuk) 8:1-3 applies Hab 2:4 to “all in Judah who carry out the
Torah. On account of their labor (faithfully living by Torah) and their faith in the one
who expounded the Torah correctly (the Teacher of Righteousness), God will deliver
them from the house of judgment (i.e., they will participate in the restored Kingdom).”
Josephus reports how the two famous and revered scribes, Judas and Matthias, urged
their youthful adherents to tear down the eagle Herod had placed over the Temple
gate with the assurance that even if they were killed for their action, it was noble to
die for the Torah and their souls would be deathless and attain eternal felicity (War
1.649-650), i.e., they would live in the restored kingdom forever. The idea of resurrection to life in the restored kingdom continued in Judaism as evidenced in the Mishnah: “All Israelites have a share in the world to come. . . . And these are they that have
no share in the world to come: he that says that there is no resurrection of the dead”
(m. Sanhedrin 10:1). Second Baruch 30:1-2 says that when the Messiah comes, “all
who have fallen asleep in hope of Him shall rise again.”
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B. Personal Introduction (1:9)
1:9

9 I,

John, am your brother and your partner
in suffering and in God’s Kingdom and in
the patient endurance to which J esus calls

us. I was exiled to the island of Patmos for
preaching the word of God and for my
testimony about Jesus.

Notes

1:9 I, John. The writer of this apocalypse identifies himself as John, whom I understand
to be the apostle John, author of the fourth Gospel and three epistles (see “Author” in
Introduction).

your brother and your partner in suffering. This is the first of five uses of “suffering”
(often translated “tribulation”—see NASB, ESV) by John. Four of these (1:9; 2:9, 10; 7:14)
describe what faithful followers of the Lamb experience at the hands of fallen Babylon. The
fifth is what the apostates of “Jezebel” will experience if they don’t repent (2:22). Obviously, “tribulation” is not some future event for John and his readers. It was and has been
a present reality of faithful Christian discipleship. Experiencing suffering is a corollary of
following Jesus, the faithful martyr (1:5).
in God’s Kingdom. When Christians live as faithful followers of the Lamb in a fallen Babylon world, they experience tribulation at the hands of that world.

patient endurance. The vision calls the faithful to, or commends them for, patient endurance seven times (1:9; 2:2, 3, 19; 3:10; 13:10; 14:12). Here, at the beginning of his vision,
John sets the theme of endurance in the context of tribulation coming upon the citizens of
God’s kingdom.
I was exiled to the island of Patmos. John’s faithfulness to Jesus had resulted in his banishment to Patmos. The historian Pliny tells us that Patmos was a place of banishment in this
period (Natural History 4.12.23).
for preaching the word of God and for my testimony about Jesus. See note on 1:2.
C o mm e n t a r y

John understood himself and his readers to be participants in God’s kingdom.
This confirms all that John had said up to this point with regard to the restoration
of the kingdom. This kingdom, however, is not a place of peace and prosperity.
Participation in the kingdom brings tribulation and therefore requires patient
endurance. This certainly did not fit the expectations of those in his audience who
were Jewish Christians. They foresaw the future kingdom as a place of peace and
plenty (Isa 11:6-8; 60:5-7, 18; 61:6). John made it unmistakably clear that God’s
restoration of the kingdom (which is his fulfillment of the covenant) did not follow
the lines of these expectations.
John sets for us, with his personal introduction, the context of our life as Christians. We are now members of God’s kingdom, his priestly people. But we live in a
world whose destructive and dehumanizing values, perspectives, relationships, and
actions are part of what John saw as the fallen Babylon, a realm in rebellion against
God. When we, as citizens of God’s kingdom (later to be seen as “the New Jerusalem”), live our lives by the values and perspectives of that kingdom, we become an
uncomfortable presence in the midst of fallen Babylon. In the words of the Thessalonian Jews’ charge against Paul, we become those who “have turned the world
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